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Letter from the Editor 
Olivia Braley 
 
Dear Members of the Graduate Institute Community, 

As another semester comes to a close, I reflect on these last sixteen weeks with 
immense gratitude for our community. Thank you all for your dedication and 
commitment to the unique work and relationships we cultivate around our seminar 
tables, across our computer screens, and everywhere in between. Thank you 
especially to my fellow Colloquy editors, our contributors, and all others who dedicate 
their time and talents to helping this publication come to fruition each semester. Due 
to your efforts, we can showcase the various perspectives and elements of our 
community here. The issue you have in front of you today is a culmination of the 
thoughts and efforts of many people and, in that way, I believe is in keeping with the 
collaborative spirit of St. John’s college. 

The magic of the St. John's seminar is not hindered by distance or time. That is 
evident as we bring you an issue composed of past and present graduate students 
from both the in-person and low-residency programs. The fact that Prize-winning 
Tutorial and Preceptorial papers were awarded to an in-person and low-residency 
student respectively is but one apt example of the rigor and integrity that the St. 
John’s program requires of its students no matter the circumstances or platform.  

This Fall 2021 issue is of particular personal import as it marks my last semester as 
Editor-in-Chief of Colloquy and as a graduate student at St. John’s College. Neither 
departure is without a bit of sadness— but I am filled with hope for the future of this 
journal and the Graduate Institute. To have had the opportunity to integrate into this 
community in my two years here is an honor and I know that the lessons, 
connections, and questions that I developed during this time will be with me for 
many years to come. Let Colloquy be a reminder of these connections and of the 
diverse, attentive community in which each of us has a place. 

As always, thank you all for your talent, trust, and time. 

Sincerely, 

 
 
 
Olivia Braley, Editor-in-Chief 
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Purple Freckles 
Toni Lambert 

Debris.  
Debris and remnants  
Of the gentle and no-longer-tall giants, Everywhere.  
The limbs of these strong beings Show the fresh flesh  
Of where they were snapped and torn. They couldn’t stand,  
So they flew.  
And now they’ve been flung,  
Pushed aside,  
Out of the way of where people pass By foot or by car.  
Inches from where we pass,  
But consuming our sight  
Of what happened just the night before. Did they catch our gaze,  
Or even our glance,  
When they remained attached In their proper place  
At home in the horizon line?  
Not in the same way.  
When attached  
They represented strength  
And growth,  
That we can stretch and reach To be just like the humble tree. Now, flung and 
displaced,  
They represent the terrific  
And tragic strength  
Of something harder to see.  
But what’s that?  
Underneath the carcasses  
Of the brutal storm,  
Purple freckles stand tall.  
Mere inches tall,  
But exactly as tall as they should be On a warm September day.  
They hold strong,  
Often over glanced in their simplicity. 
These tiny purple freckles  
Of flowers show us strength.  
Unfazed and perfectly placed  
Despite what the storm attempted to do.  
Even those standing under  
And holding the remains of gentle giants  
Hold strong,  
Their purple untouched.  
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"I Feel, Therefore I Am?" 
Kayleigh Steele 

René Descartes, after having divested himself of his body and the sensible world in a 
thought experiment in the first of his Meditations, famously declares in the Second 
Meditation that he is merely a thinking thing, and that his thought alone can serve as 
proof of his existence. He asserts, “It is thought; this alone cannot be stripped from 
me. I am, I exist, this is certain” (27). In other writings, he states this central idea 
aphoristically as: “I think, therefore I am.” By the end of the Meditations, though, 
Descartes believes he has successfully proven the existence of the material world and 
has restored his body to himself. This prompts the question of whether we can now 
return to the Second Meditation and, with the body and access to sensation intact, ask 
if there are other possible proofs of our existence to be found. Could “I feel, 
therefore I am” be true? 
 
Intuitively, it seems true that if there is a sensation being felt, that is proof that there 
is something here existing to feel the sensation. The proposition does not feel so 
different from Descartes’ basic assertion that if there is something here thinking, 
there must be something here existing to think the thought. So now, stripped of our 
reason and using only our sensations, we test “I feel, therefore I am." Immediately, 
the question presents itself: is it possible for a merely perceiving being to form a 
“therefore”? It seems impossible that a feeling being would be capable of taking in 
sensory data and using it to form a conclusion; reason must be involved in this 
process. However, Descartes identifies sensation and perception as a form of 
thinking: “I seem to be seeing, hearing, getting hot. This cannot be false. This is what is 
properly meant by speaking of myself as having sensations; and, understood in this 
precise sense, it is nothing other than thinking” (29). To accord with his cogito 
statement, he removes sensation from the body entirely and assigns it to the mind: 
“Bodies themselves are perceived not, strictly speaking, by the senses or by the 
imaginative faculty, but by the intellect alone, and... they are not perceived because 
they are touched or seen, but only because they are understood” (34). With sensation 
now subsumed by the understanding, the proposition of “I feel, therefore I am” 
effectively becomes one and the same as “I think, therefore I am,” and must be true. 

As he works to reestablish the body in the Sixth Meditation, though, Descartes 
complicates his idea of sensation as a form of thinking: 

I find in myself faculties of thinking in various specific ways – namely, the faculties of 
imagination and sensation – without which I can understand myself clearly and distinctly as 
a whole. But the converse is not true – I cannot understand them apart from an intelligent 
substance in which they inhere (for they contain a certain degree of intellection in their formal 
concept). Hence I perceive that they are to be distinguished from me as modes are from a 
thing. (78) 
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By identifying sensation as a mode or accident of thinking, he effectively separates it 
and makes it nonessential from the business of thinking. He can conceive of a version 
of himself existing purely as a mind without requiring the faculty of sensation, but not 
as a feeling being without his intellect. After this development in his conception of 
sensation, “I feel, therefore I am” cannot possibly be true. Or can it? In making an 
argument for mind-body dualism later in the Sixth Meditation, Descartes states:  

When I consider the mind, or myself in so far as I am purely a thinking thing, I can 
distinguish no parts in myself but understand myself to be a thing that is entirely one and 
complete. And although the whole mind appears to be united with the whole body, if the foot 
is cut off, or the arm, or any other part of the body, I know that nothing is therefore subtracted 
from the mind. Nor can the faculties of willing, perceiving by the senses, understanding, and 
so forth be said to be parts of the mind, since it is one and the same mind that wills, that 
senses, and that understands. (86) 

Descartes contradicts himself here. Where before sensation was identified as 
separable from his conception of the self, now it is contained absolutely within the 
whole. For “I feel, therefore I am” to be true, it has become clear that both the 
faculties of sensation and the understanding must be available to us: the former to 
perceive the “I feel”, and the latter to form the “therefore”. Between these two 
statements in the Sixth Meditation, Descartes has presented these faculties as either 
entirely divisible or muddled together, and sometimes it seems that they may even be 
the same faculty altogether. How is it possible to proceed in the face of a 
contradiction that makes the proposition to be tested both true and false 
simultaneously? 

The imprecision of Descartes has revealed itself during this exploration. Because he 
does not resolve the inconsistency in the Meditations, it appears we have encountered 
an insurmountable obstacle. Perhaps we can look to another, more systematic, 
thinker to resolve the confusion: namely, Immanuel Kant. In the Prolegomena to Any 
Future Metaphysics, Kant details his conception of the mind and its innate faculties: the 
faculties of sensibility, the understanding, and reason. He defines the faculty of 
sensibility as responsible for giving form to our perceptions through pure intuitions, 
transforming the raw data from sensation into empirical intuitions we understand in 
time and space. The faculty of the understanding then uses the pure concepts of the 
understanding to form our empirical intuitions into appearances, allowing us to make 
inferences and conclusions about the things that affect our senses. Reason, finally, is 
the faculty by which it is possible to know a priori, apart from any experience. 
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Artwork by Bucca 

Now the roles and limitations of our various faculties are clearly defined. In the 
proposition of “I feel, therefore I am,” the “I feel” is now easily understood to 
pertain to the faculty of sensibility, and it seems the faculty of the understanding can 
use that information to craft a “therefore”. When Descartes states, “I am therefore, 
speaking precisely, only a thinking thing...” (27), he declares sensation to be 
completely separable from his conception of the self. This prompts the question of 
what the newly separated merely sensing self is capable of, and, with only Descartes 
to look to, led to the confusion above. In Kant, the question of whether a perceiving 
being can form a conclusion never arises because a merely perceiving being cannot 
exist within his system. The innate structure of our minds makes it impossible to 
separate sensation from the understanding. Nature has implanted within us the pure 
intuitions and pure concepts of the understanding. They exist in us prior to sensation; 
therefore if we feel, we are able to form an understanding from that sensation. 

But can this understanding form a conclusion of “I am”? Kant identifies the 
conception of the self, or the soul, as a transcendental idea, or a pure concept of the 
reason. These transcendental ideas, he says, cannot be understood empirically; they 
exist outside of all experience. “The transcendent cognitions of reason neither allow 
what relates to their ideas to be given in experience, nor their theses ever to be 
confirmed or refuted through experience; hence only pure reason itself can detect the 
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error that perhaps creeps into them...” (4:329). The idea of the soul, like the pure 
concepts and intuitions, exists in us intuitively and innately. Kant states, “Now it does 
appear as if we have something substantial in the consciousness of our self (the 
thinking subject), and indeed have it in immediate intuition; for all the predicates of 
inner sense are referred to the I as subject, and this I cannot again be thought as the 
predicate of some other subject” (4:334). This “I am” can be concluded, but never 
through sensation or experience. For Kant, “I feel, therefore I am” is, consequently, 
impossible.  

Kant has proven, through this exercise, the immense value of the precision in his 
system for answering the metaphysical questions. When Descartes’ ideas became 
hopelessly entangled in the attempt to prove or disprove our proposition, Kant’s 
system provided a clear and firm groundwork for continuing the process of thought. 
In exploring this question, the ideas of Descartes quickly became a quagmire that one 
could not navigate safely out of without the use of interpretation or opinion, which 
are far too fickle for good metaphysics. Through Kant, it appears something rare and 
unexpected, and welcome, has occurred: we have seemingly discovered a certain 
conclusion to our question. While Descartes prompted only more questions, Kant 

provided what was sought: an answer.  
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Toast to the GI Graduates 
Mr. Louis Petrich 
Delivered Spring Semester 2021 

Socrates says, some place or other, that it’s good to be refuted--to suffer refutation--
because then we cease to think that we know what we do not know. For that’s a 
troublesome condition, sometimes dangerous, even over elementary, physical matters. 
Let’s say you have to prepare the table for guests, and you think you know how to 
size it up or down to fit the occasion. But the table turns out too big or little—once 
the guests have come—and then, too late for proper hospitality, Zeus is angry. . . 
unless, perhaps, there’s a Socrates among the guests, persuasively game to undertake a 
second or third measuring, ever another round of getting to know us things and gods. 
Thus it’s fitting for Socrates to add that we should thank our refuters for delivering us 
from the human propensity to think we know more than we do. For consider how 
much that is, and how dear the objects, how costly the mistakes, when the 
accommodation of bodies around the table is for the sake of souls, too.  
 
Prompted by that word, “souls,” which is the real dynamite in our mining 
conversations, I would now say “thank you” to the graduates for practicing with my 
colleagues and me the soulful art of refutation for a few years, under physical 
conditions that have sorely refuted us--I mean our bodies, mainly, less so our souls, 
and not much your souls, for I’ve made particular comparisons. Yours have 
continued, under mandated refutations, elsewhere debilitating, to take the measure of 
things unknown in a spirit of wonder, and with an energy and commitment that 
frankly, have refuted me of certain hard opinions I held of the mediating mechanisms 
we have all had to depend upon for our fellowship. 
The efficacy of your refutation surprised me, for you know how attached a man can 
get to his own thoughts, as to his own hands. You got me wondering if, perhaps, I’ve 
been wrong all these years about not handling a cell phone. Who knows what new 
body parts I’ll acquire in future time, or what strange places we’ll occupy, in company 
we never imagined to enjoy, or feared to miss? Life is full of surprises, Emerson 
writes, and would not be worth the taking otherwise. Would it be to our present 
purpose to recall some recent history of surprises and refutations? After all, they’ve 
turned many lives, including mine, around and around again.  
 
Who could have thought, thirty-five years ago, that European and Russian 
communism would collapse in a heap, in a moment, with almost no violence? That 
surprise led to a decade of newly opened borders, unforbidden books, high hopes, 
dancing movements, and the liberalization of learning at much bigger, more inclusive 
tables than anyone thought possible. Those closed regimes had been considered 
permanent and inhospitable to us. Not so. 
Who could have thought, twenty-five years ago, that our proud gleaming towers, 
reaching to the heavens, uniting the world in awe, if not aspiration for like endeavors 
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and rewards, could collapse in a heap, in a moment, not from earthquakes, but from 
passenger planes, taken over by secreted enemies of our towering powers? That 
refutation led to a mighty contraction of the tables of hospitality. Surveying the tables 
thence are cameras, ubiquitous and seeming permanent. So it goes.  
 
Who could have thought, two years ago, that we’d be measuring, painstakingly, our 
own Johnnie tables, classrooms, this auditorium, fields of grass, body temperatures, 
breath components, all that and more, to determine how many embodied souls can 
investigate in person, through friendly refutation, the truth of tables?--I mean by that 
what’s meet (as Hamlet says) to set down in our tables of memory (“there you are”) 
for present and subsequent pursuit; what’s meet to co-discover that lies secretive 
underneath the surfaces; what’s meet to venture jointly in towers of purpose that spy 
into heavenly, unforbidden things; and what is meet to know that stirs across 
continents and seas, around the tables of absent friends and plotting enemies. Our 
surprising, painstaking measurements sting the awareness of how meet it is to be here 
now, bridging the distances between us with words, gestures, and images, always 
grateful for the help we get to cross the divide, by thoughts going out to listeners and 
coming back home, never the same, like Odysseus when Athena brushes him up, to 
become his best, god-intended, homecoming self.  
 
Many American writers have admitted to doing their best work, going out dressed to 
claw their way up cliffs, when life is especially hard, and coming back in a shining 
guise. (Tennessee Williams wrote an excellent piece about clawing to success.) Ease 
and comfort, as Moses told the Israelites, about to enter the Promised Land, would 
make them go slack and forget God, who brought them there, thirsty. So let us cheer 
those who are about to enter academic masterdom, for clawing their way up the cliff, 
for life has been hard and deserted of late. But let us also charge them to refute those 
of the ease and comfort school. For haven’t we learned, from our clawing, that the 
convenience and resourcefulness of the medium of exchange is not the message?--
For it does not dictate, as means, that mediation itself is to be learned as end. We 
thirst for being there, where words and gestures issue ripe from their sources. For we 
are proud to be a college of primary sources, and here’s to our looking now upon 
some of them, I mean us, who are present, we sources, high on the cliffs! 
 
I shall end my toast by looking to a source I mentioned earlier, on my mind because 
of a preceptorial coming shortly, on Hamlet. Some of you have probably heard the 
anecdote about the lady who went to see a production of Hamlet, which she had 
never seen or read before. When asked at intermission, “Madam, how like you this 
play?” she responded, “I’m so surprised at how many quotes it contains!” Yes, life is 
full of surprises--and goodly refutations (in her case, let us imagine it kindly 
postponed). Yet isn’t it good to know that the words we speak want to go 
somewhere, and be recognized sometime and again, even if we don’t know where the 
words originally come from? You graduates know a lot better than you did two years 
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ago where many of our best words come from. Knowing that makes the question of 
“to be or not to be” much less anxious. For we’ve learned to keep good company, 
asking life’s questions, laying open the tables of the mind, expanding their contents 
for feasting. Hamlet, as you know, is not given to feasting; he prefers to keep alone, 
to talk to himself; in company, he almost always wears a mask (not this kind); for 
there’s lots of poison in Denmark; it kills him in the end, leading that lady to report, 
when asked what she thought of Hamlet the character, “During the play I kept 
wanting him to get it over with, but now that it’s over, I miss him.” Another goodly 
refutation there, about endings, after so many words along the way, alone or 
accompanied, with still so much more to say, before the final arrest, always ready to 
be surprised--by missing you. But there’s more to meet with in heaven and earth than 
dreamt of in our seminars and tutorials, which means there’s more for us to 
philosophize over at our tables round, and it’s a good thing the soul’s immortal, or 
the missing would really be impossible to bear, the “not to be” at our throats. 
Imagine our anecdotal lady attending a production of Hamlet knowing that it would 
be the last time the play would ever be performed or read, because at the end, it must 
all disappear, without a trace. What would that be like? She’d have to remember it, 
write it down, talk about it, and make it come back. Remember your time as students 
at St. John’s College, and make it come back, full face-to-face, to your unimpeded 
liking.  
 
To that end, I propose a toast to the graduates of the Graduate Institute, class of 
2021, for the refutations they have turned to goodly account, able hereafter to profess 
to the dire and dooming, the being of true minds, and the oneness that comes in 
moments--the edges of eternity. 
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Annapolis Bells 
Joshua Laperche 

Who installed these beckoners- 
these pardoners of the long day? 

 
Saint Mary keeps continence- 

Every hour, 
The Prime Hour. 

 
Our Liberty Bell, 

Cracked as it is anchored. 
It too tolls. 

 
Saint John; his own tune plays. 

7:22, he neglects the quarter hour. 
In the dark I swear I heard this once. 

 
To the hour- 

To the Republics- 
To the Soul. 

 
 

Three Tolls to the regularity of experience. 

 
Artwork by Jesse Clagett 
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Genesis 
Mr. Braithwaite 

This paper was read September 7, 2021 to some students in my Sophomore Seminar. 

The first two chapters of Genesis tell two stories about the origin of Man, human-
kind, and of the male and female sexes. The first story, in Chapter 1, describes the six 
days of creation. The beginning of the second story, verses 4 through 7 of Chapter 2, 
is the text for my present inquiry. 

I have two questions. What is the relation between the first story and the second? 
What do the two stories taken together suggest about the Biblical understanding of 
the relation between the sexes? 

In Chapter 1, verse 27, it is said: “So God created man in his own image, in the image 
of God created he him; male and female created he them” (King James tr.). Is man-
kind, or humanity, as we might say, one or two; singular or plural? Are we human 
beings first and foremost a unity, or a duality of male and female? 

As a unity, we are one kind, one species, distinguished from other, different species. 
As primarily a duality of male and female, we confront the question whether our 
likenesses, as men and women, --or something in between, transcend our differences. 
Could our potential for unity and co-operation get us beyond the abrasions among 
the sexes which we know from experience? We can observe these problems every day 
in the world around us. They spawn endless conflicts, some trivial, others deep and 
wounding. Many of these conflicts seem irresolvable. Some are even violent. Very 
often, it is women and children who suffer most, along with those who may not easily 
fit our deeply-rooted traditional categories. 

In Chapter 2, verse 18, it is said: “And the Lord God said, It is not good that man 
should be alone; I will make a help meet for him.” In the following verses (19-23), we 
are told that Woman was made from Adam’s rib. This account seems to say that 
man/male preceded woman/female. But according to Chapter 1, male and female, 
man and woman, were created at the same time. Are the two stories consistent? 

Another question. In the first story, Man, human-kind, is “created,” as are the two 
sexes, male and female (1.27). In the second, man is “formed,” of the dust of the 
ground, and woman is “made” from one of Adam’s ribs (2.21). How does “create” 
differ from “make”? What does “form” mean, different from “create” and “make”? 

In the first story, what God creates, besides man/male, is “female,” not either “a 
woman” or capital-W “Woman,” as Adam names her, saying, “This is now bone of 
my bones, and flesh of my flesh.” Remembering Aristotle’s Physics—that a maker 
needs material, we might wonder what material man and woman, as male and female, 
were made from.   

The first story does not say. Does this omission signify that the material is less 
important than that both sexes are created in God’s image? Later events in Genesis 
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suggest that woman’s god-likeness is shown in her power of giving birth. God 
creates, woman pro-creates. In the stories of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, the 
emphasis on “seed” suggests that the god-likeness of man/male is shown in his 
power to quicken woman’s fertility into a living soul. 

In the second story, man/male is made from “the dust of the ground,” and 
woman/female from a bone near Adam’s heart. Here the materials, earth and bone, 
are ready at hand, and God is more an artificer, one who makes by art, than a creator, 
who perhaps can bring material into being out of nothing (cf. Gen. 1.1-3). 

Adam, the source of the material from which Woman is made, has a different 
perception of his new “help meet,” or as we might say, a different experience, than 
God, the artisan who “made” them both. To Adam, she is not only “bone of my 
bones,” but also “flesh of my flesh” (2.23).  

Together, bones and flesh constitute the living body, the primary habitation of every 
human being, including each one of us. If our greatest blessing is that we have souls, 
is it our greatest curse that our souls must dwell in a body? The question of how the 
body and the soul are related, and therewith the question whether the soul survives 
the death of the body, is grave enough to occupy the full attention of Socrates and his 
companions in the final hours of his life. 

The second story begins this way: 

“These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth when they were created, 
in the day that the Lord God made the earth and the heavens, 
And every plant of the field before it was in the earth, 
and every herb of the field before it grew: 
for the Lord God had not caused it to rain upon the earth, 
and there was not a man to till the ground. 
But there were up a mist from the earth, and watered the face of the ground. 
And the Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, 
and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; 
and man became a living soul.”  

It is in this second creation story, in Chapter 2, verse 4, that the word “generation,” 
which is related in its root to the word “genesis,” appears for the first time. There is 
no reference to “generation” in Chapter 1.  

Man, like God, is a “maker”: he makes cities, as we learn in Chapter 4 (v. 17) and tall 
buildings, like the tower at Babel, as we learn in Chapter 11 (v. 9). Both God and Man 
are also makers of images. Man makes images in stories, such as the Book of Genesis, 
about how the world began. In doing this, he may, like Homer, call on divine 
assistance or inspiration. Is the poet’s power to make stories that image people and 
events akin to God’s power to make human beings in his own image? 

Although both God and Man are makers, in Genesis 1 and 2 it is only God who 
“creates,” and only Man is said to “generate,” although it is evidently implicit that 
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many or most other living creatures do also. These first two chapters are about the 
beginning of all things, but Creation, in Chapter 1, precedes Generation in Chapter 2. 
There must first be a world before there are beings who will dwell in it. Some of 
these beings are male and female, who by coupling will generate their own kind, “to 
multiply, and replenish the earth” (1.28).  

As Generation pre-supposes Creation, so Creation anticipates Generation. We see 
this in Chapter 1’s references to “seed” and “kind.” “And God said, “Let the earth 
bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree yielding fruit after his kind, 
whose seed is in itself” (1.11). In Genesis, from not later than Chapter 4, “And Adam 
knew Eve his wife; and she conceived,” the story begins to leave plants and animals 
largely behind, and to focus on the generation of children, especially sons, through 
the conjugal coupling that unites the Father’s seed with the Mother’s power of 
procreation. 

Only one creature, Man, is said to be both “created” and “made.” God’s creating 
power is exercised through his speech. “And God said, Let there be light: and there 
was light” (1.3). God speaks, and light is. The speech and deed are one with the being 
of the thing. Is there some inner communion between divinity and speech and light? 
Certainly we know from our own experience that human speech is not always 
enlightening. Very often, it is intended to obscure, conceal, or mislead, like the speech 
of the Serpent in Chapter 3. 

The creation of man, on the sixth day, and the creation of light, on the first day, are 
described differently. Light appears immediately upon God’s utterance, “Let there 
be.” The creation of man, by contrast, happens in two stages. “And God said, Let us 
make man in our own image” (1.26). How is “Let us make” different from “Let there 
be”? Does “Let us make” suggest some sort of deliberation? Who is the “us” that 
deliberates? Is it God as not “him” but “them,” the duality of male and female? 

In bringing human-kind into being, God first announces his intention, “Let us 
make,” and then acts, but his action does not exactly follow his announced intention. 
“So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male 
and female created he them” (1.27). The announcement said “make,” what God did 
was “create.” What was to be made was “man”; what God “created” was “male and 
female.” The thing to be made was one, a unity, a singular; what God created was a 
duality, whose coupling is necessary for generating its own kind. Can this unity be 
reconciled with this duality? 

With respect to other living beings, fish and birds, animals and insects, Man, human-
kind, is given “dominion” (1.26, 28). But if both male and female are in God’s image, 
it would seem that man/male does not have dominion over woman/female. Rather, 
the two sexes share “dominion” and are co-prime. Among human beings, among 
their own kind, men and women are equals.  

In the Biblical account, as in Diotima’s account of Eros in Plato’s Symposium, man and 
woman, male and female, lover and beloved, are both needy and moveable. Each of 
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them lacks, but also needs and desires, the other. “Therefore shall a man leave his 
father and his mother, and shall cleave unto his wife: and they shall be one flesh.” 
This text, verse 24 of Chapter 2, appears very near the end of the second story, and 
immediately after Adam has named his new helper “Woman,” observing that her 
flesh is his own. 

But Woman’s flesh, which in some way yet to be explained is also Man’s, is no longer 
part of his body. His body was material for making her body. Is she some sort of 
image of him, as Man-kind is an image of God? If a man must leave home in order to 
cleave to his wife, it follows that man and woman are at first separate, at a distance 
from one another, before, as husband and wife, he can “cleave” to her. 

“Cleave” means “stick to,” but also “to cut in twain.” This is what a meat cleaver 
does. This double meaning of “cleave” invites comparison of the Biblical account of 
the origin of the sexes with the account given by Aristophanes. The least we can say 
is that Plato thought the question of Eros weighty enough to compose two dialogues 
about it. Is Genesis another account of how Eros shows itself in our lives?  

What does Genesis say about how man and woman come together? One element of 
this attraction we have already noticed: woman’s flesh beckons man because it is in 
some way his own. There is another element, mentioned in the concluding verse of 
Chapter 2. “And they were both naked, the man and his wife, and were not 
ashamed.” The Biblical author is here preparing the reader for what happens in the 
next chapter. We must begin, then, to parse out what is implicit in this nakedness that 
is without shame.  

In Chapter 1, God said several times of his work that it was good. The first mention 
of any opposite or antithesis to “good” is in Chapter 2, verse 9, “And out of the 
ground made the Lord God to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight, and good 
for food; the tree of life also in the midst of the garden, and the tree of knowledge of 
good and evil” (see also verse 17). What sort of knowledge this is, and of what, is a 
question we can examine more fully when we take up Chapter 3.  

It is immediately after he commands the man not to eat of this tree that God says, “It 
is not good that the man should be alone” (2.18). What does God mean by “not 
good”? Man’s solitariness is not said to be “evil,” but simply “not good.” Would 
solitary man be neither good nor evil, but something in-between? Could he still be a 
human being, yet unable to become fully what a human being can become if he has a 
“help meet”? 

God brings the beasts and birds to Adam, and Adam names them, but none of them 
are found to be a “help meet” for him. In the King James translation I am quoting 
throughout these remarks, “help” and “meet” are two separate words, and I take 
“meet” to mean “fit.” Why are none of the beasts or birds a fit helper for Adam?  

In Chapter 2, verse 5, the plants and herbs are in the earth, but not yet growing 
because there has not been any rain, “and there was not a man to till the ground.” 
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After forming man of the dust of the ground, verse 7, God puts him in the garden 
“to dress and keep it” (2.15). The work of the first man is to till the soil. He is a 
farmer, not a hunter, one who must shed blood in order to eat. 

If man’s solitude, or solitariness, is the reason it is “not good” for him to be without a 
fit helper, the help he needs isn’t an ox to pull a plow, or a falcon he can train to hunt 
other birds. Not as a farmer is the man in need, but as a kind of being not made for 
living alone. Man is a social animal, we might say; Aristotle says “political.” He needs 
a being like himself, yet somehow also different. 

The end of Chapter 2 spells out what sort of being this is. In three successive verses, 
the meaning of “female” is transformed. In verse 22, God made “a woman” and 
brought her to Adam. In verse 23, Adam names her “Woman, because she was taken 
out of man.” In verses 24 and 25, Woman becomes “wife.” After they eat the apple, 
“Adam called his wife’s name Eve; because she was the mother of all living” (3.20). 

“Female” is shared by all animals that reproduce by copulating. “Woman” specifically 
relates her to “man.” “Wife” relates her, in marriage, to “husband.” “Eve” specifies 
her as a woman-become-mother, conjugally joined to a man-become-father, for the 
sake of generating their own kind. 

Thus begins to come into view the Biblical author’s reason for the phrase “these are 
the generations of,” used for the first time at the beginning of the second story. 
Thereafter we find the generations of Adam, Noah, of each of Noah’s three sons, 
then again and separately, of Shem, the eldest down to Terah, the father of Abram, 
who will become Abraham. Later the generations of Isaac and of Esau are given. 
These lists are in Chapters 5, 6, 10, 25, and 36. In the Joseph chapters, there are 
several different lists of the sons of Jacob. 

With this clue, we are able to begin discerning one main thread of the Genesis story. 
It is generation, the human act of procreation, the activity of multiplying our own 
kind through the pairing of man and woman in the conjugal union of husband and 
wife. The pairing of male and female changes us, successively, into man and woman, 
husband and wife, father and mother. By duplicate ratio, mothers and fathers become 
grandmothers and grandfathers. This continuity in generations, a geometric 
progression, establishes the continuity of families, and so also of cities and nations. 

From Chapter 4 forward, another main thread of the Genesis story is the murderous 
jealousy and hatred between brothers—Cain and Abel, Esau and Jacob, Joseph and 
his brethren. Does the sequence of events in Genesis suggest that the disobedience of 
Adam and Eve is somehow the primal origin of the rivalries among brothers and 
sisters? If the right ordering of the man-woman relation, as husband and wife, is 
disturbed, is the right ordering of the next generation also likely to be deranged?  

Because Adam and Eve could not restrain themselves, we, their descendants, are now 
liberated—and cursed, with the knowledge of good and evil. If it is possible for men 
and women to re-discover the innocent nakedness without shame our first Mother 
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and first Father once had, then we will have to search for it ourselves. The search will 
not be easy, or safe, since the place we must look into is that boiling cauldron of lust 
and rage—the family. 

Both the Hebrew and the Greek poets divined this truth, as we may see from 
comparing the stories in Genesis with Aeschylus’ Oresteia. Plato suggests, at the 
beginning of the Laws (626 D-E) that the conflicts in the family begin in the 
individual soul. Freud proposes, echoing Plato, that the source of unhappiness is a 
soul at war with itself. Might our dreams be one portal to this dividedness (see 
Aeneid, VI.1211-18)?  
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Pap and Me 
Judith Wrenn 

Huckleberry Finn eulogises his father 
 
Pap warn’t much a man. 
He’d hurt my mam 
when I was young. 
He’d hurt me too, plenty, 
But what mattered 
He was my Pap, 
long and the short. 
Betwixt a drinking and a whooping  
showed me to borrow and cuss. 
Reckon a man ain’t more or less 
a man, we end up ware we ends. 
All we are is what we been 
Pap and me and everyman. 
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A Conversation with Brandon Wasickso, Associate Director of the 
Graduate Institute 
Charles Green, Colloquy Editor 

Colloquy: What brought you to St. John's?  

Brandon Wasickso: I don't remember how I first learned about the college. Looking 
back, did I get a mailer in high school? Did a professor mention it at some point? I 
really can't remember how I first heard of it, but it was something that I was aware of, 
and had always been floating around the periphery as an option, something that 
resonated with me. I was working in the D.C. area for several years in kind of 
ideological work. It was a very ideas-based sort of work, but at the same time, I felt 
that it was not the extent of the world of ideas and that there was some constraint in 
having that sort of bias toward action and a narrow, particular way of thinking about 
things, and I decided I didn't want to do that anymore. I went to Vietnam and taught 
for about a year and a half, and that's where I was when I applied to St. John's. 
Something put it back on my radar again. I had this view of the great books as if they 
had this kind of like mystical power. I didn't know what any of them said. Of course, 
I'd heard of Plato, I’d heard of Aristotle, right? I'd probably come across different 
excerpts here and there, maybe even read a few of the books on our list, but I really 
had no sense of what they were and just how diverse the kinds of things I would be 
reading would be. But anyway, I had this calling, this idea that drew me to the idea of 
the great books without again really knowing what the content of them was. I had the 
sense that by wrestling with these books I would find answers to some of the big 
questions about meaning and purpose and the like. So, one day, I applied and said, 
“You know, if I if I get in, great, the decision’s made, I'll move back and I'll do it. 
And if not, I'm happy here teaching, eating great food, and riding around on a 
motorcycle.” 

CQ: It's interesting that you speak of it as kind of a calling, because that’s the feeling 
I get when I talk with other Johnnies.  

BW: I remember remarking to a friend at the time, or maybe I wrote it in an email, 
that I both want to read the books and to be the kind of person who has read the books. 
It’s that sense of both the activity and also some kind of transformation that was 
supposed to come out of that activity, right? 

CQ: Of course. That sounds like a good way to describe it. Can you talk about your 
experience as both a student at the Graduate Institute and as an administrator? 

BW: Do you mean, what it's like doing both at the same time, or reflecting on each 
of them? Or both?  

CQ: Can you reflect on both. You were in an unusual circumstance to be both a 
student and helping to run the Program at the same time. 
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BW: That's right. The position opened up quickly and unexpectedly. A few months 
before I had had lunch with Ms. Langston through the “take a tutor to lunch” 
program. I was curious about her being a tutor, but also an administrator. And she 
had written a convocation address at some point called “Life in the In-Between”, 
describing how in the GI program, people have feet firmly planted in two worlds: 
they're in the program, but they also have their own very full lives, careers, families, 
etc. The undergrads, in contrast, are just really so immersed in the program. There's 
no other world besides the College that they can occupy for long. So I had I asked 
Ms. Langston to lunch because I thought that being an administrator and a tutor was 
also kind of like having your foot in two very different worlds. And I was curious 
what that was like. My background was in higher ed and nonprofit administration. 
And I had an interest in continuing in administration perhaps in another form. So we 
had this conversation and a few months later, the job opened up. And I'm in the 
middle of my third semester when it did and said, “Of course I'm going to apply to 
this. This would be really cool.” And I had some skills I could bring to it. So I applied 
and finished out that semester and then took some time to just focus on getting into 
the job, doing it well, and making sure I learned what I needed to learn without 
having to divide my time too much between that and the classes. I wanted to focus 
on making sure I gave each the time they needed and deserved in order to do them 
well. 

But it was it was a strange transition, and I remember the moment that all the people 
who knew me first as a student, as their classmate, when they all started graduating. 
And then there's this whole crop of people coming in who just knew me as the guy in 
the office, the guy who sends all the emails and tells them “you didn't turn in your 
enrollment plan”, or “here's your conference schedule.” So that was a strange 
dynamic. Having to navigate the rules around privacy and confidentiality and things 
like that while still being very close friends with a number of people in the program, 
and having the primary thing that people knew about me be that I was the program 
administrator, rather than the fact that I was a fellow GI. So that was strange.  

It’s been a blessing in so many ways to be able to remain a part of the college. And of 
course, you know, a lot of people say, “Well, if I could just stay here, take another 
semester, another preceptorial, wouldn’t that be great?” I say that as well. But a lot of 
my education since joining the staff has been out of the classroom, learning as one 
does through the experience of the mundane day-to-day of working a job. There are 
things we can do better as an institution, and there are parts of the sausage-making 
process I’d have been happy not to learn, but at the end of the day this “job” has a lot 
going for it that others don’t. The college is first and foremost a community of 
learning dedicated to a particular vision of liberal education, and that influences the 
culture of the “office.” Employees are not—well, I should say not only—vehicles for 
productivity and a means to someone else’s end. The humanity of the program 
extends into the workplace.  
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CQ: I can definitely relate to wanting to stay at St. John’s and the GI. I’ve felt 
incredibly lucky to take preceptorials as an alumnus. 

BW: Yes, there’s a dedicated group of returners that I’m happy to see every semester. 

CQ: I’m curious if since the pandemic and the transition to online learning, you’ve 
seen more alumni returning to take courses? 

BW: Well, in the middle of the spring semester of 2020, of course, we had to go 
online. And I mean, it was an unbelievable moment. Now we're so inundated with 
COVID news that it barely makes a dent on the mind. But then we knew nothing. 
We had no idea what was going on, how long it was going to last; this is even before 
masking was a thing. Everything was just shutting down and cases were popping up.  

The College had exactly zero infrastructure for doing anything online, right? There'd 
never before been an online class in the history of the College and we had about a 
week to get the GI classes up. They extended the undergrad’s spring break by an 
extra week to give them more time to set things up. But we had basically a week in 
the GI and a lot of the heavy lifting was from our great IT folks. To the extent I 
could, I threw myself into the process and it was a “we'll figure this out” attitude all 
around. I remember being on the phone with tutors evenings and weekends. I 
offered to help serve as a guide to walk them through how to set up Zoom and how 
to use it. We had questions about using headphones, and what is muting? I joke that 
everyone who graduated that year earned a minor in educational technology, with 
honorary degrees for the tutors.  

And we did it. I think there were a lot of fears about it, obviously. Partly because 
other colleges have had online options for a long time and we hadn't, and it was an 
intentional decision not to have it. So there were a lot of fears going into it. And I 
think the immediate reaction by just about everybody was, “Oh, OK. It's not sitting 
around a table being co-present with others, but it's not this terrible thing that we 
thought it was going to be. It actually kind of works. It's actually pretty good.” Your 
question was about alumni and folks coming back. I think a lot of people realized that 
this was an opportunity. We had people who had moved away because they got a job 
or got married or had to leave in the middle of the program. But now, they can do it 
from wherever they are in the world, they could finish that last semester in order to 
graduate, or they could take a precept. I mean, they're not going to move to 
Annapolis or Santa Fe for a semester to take a single class. So there were a lot of 
people who really came out of the woodwork and were excited about the opportunity 
that it presented. And it's funny the way that a crisis like that can reveal opportunities. 
But I think it's often the case that that they do. And there are people who attended, 
who otherwise would have never attended, people who graduated, who otherwise 
would never graduate. And I think that's a really positive outcome.  

CQ: I can say, from my own experience as alumni taking a preceptorial during that 
time that transition, it was remarkably easy. Of course, the folks taking three classes 
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probably had a little more of a transition, but at least for me, given the situation, it 
seemed remarkably smooth. 

BW: You were taking a class that spring, right?  

CQ: Yeah, I was doing Ms. Kraus’s precept on T.S. Eliot. 

BW: Four Quartets, right? It's funny, I was doing my last segment that that spring. So, 
I'd just done eight weeks of in-person classes before spring break. And then both 
getting the classes up and running and then having to go through that experience 
myself of adjusting to the online mode of doing things as a student as well, which was 
completely different from the administrative side of things. I never really had a 
chance to reflect on what I was doing during that first week. It was just, you got to 
get this up and running. We’ve got to do it. So it was a week of very intensive work. 
And then I finally went to the classes thinking, OK, now I have to actually think 
about this and how it changes the experience for me and what's going to be different 
about it? It was helpful seeing both sides of that.  

CQ: Yeah, that's a really interesting perspective. And I'd forgotten that you were, you 
know, that you were finishing up then. Yeah. You got to see both the doing of it and 
seeing how it works from the student end. I know for myself, it was nice having that 
time on Thursday evenings away from current events and the uncertainty of the 
times. It gave me something else to concentrate on, you know. And at the same time, 
though Four Quartets felt eerily appropriate. It has the line, “This is the way the world 
ends, not with a bang, but a whimper.” 

BW: So that’s where that’s from?  

CQ: Yes. It was a comfort to discuss the poem with a group of like-minded people 
when everything else was unpredictable, even though at times it seemed to be about 
the current time. 

BW: Well, we always say, the texts are timeless and timely, right?  

CQ: Exactly, it was strange and good at the same time. I'm also wondering what’s 
been your experience with helping to develop the fully online, low resiliency track at 
the GI?  

BW: Like I was saying before, the crisis sort of thrust the online aspect on us out of 
necessity, but then I think it became an opportunity for us. I really don't think we 
would have an online low-residency program today without it. We might have had 
one in three or four years. There were other pressures and discussions about doing 
that. But we wouldn't have it today had it not been for the pandemic. And like I said, 
just the people that we were able to engage with, who were able to have this 
experience with the college, making lasting friendships across great distances and 
divides. It's been great to see those kinds of results come out of it.  

And I guess it's also been kind of doubly strange in a way, in that I'm also remote 
most of the time. I'm in Annapolis every other week, but most of the time I'm home 
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here in Virginia and I'm working with people who are in Annapolis, as well as doing a 
lot more work with our Santa Fe campus because we now share the preceptorial in 
the online segment. So, Annapolis-based online students are meeting the Santa Fe-
based online ones. Students are taking classes with Santa Fe tutors and vice versa. So 
there's a lot more college-wide community building that I think transcends some of 
the one campus loyalty kinds of things. So that's very nice. But yeah, being remote 
and serving remote students, I experience some of the same challenges that they do 
have, and ask some of the same questions, and also see a lot of the same benefits in 
working remotely that they see. They’re continuing to do their full lives without 
having to uproot things to do the program.  
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CQ: I think, the growing interaction between the two campuses, feels like a great 
opportunity. I realize I don't really know any of the Santa Fe tutors or administrators.  

BW: Right.  

CQ: I know Mr. Sterling from when he gave a lecture in Annapolis a few summers 
ago. And I appreciated getting to know him better when Santa Fe did lectures online 
last spring and summer. 

 

BW: Yeah, you're right. We ended up canceling several of our lectures and Santa Fe 
pushed ahead and really quickly transitioned to have a lot of their lectures online. And 
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I sat in on a couple of those online reading groups they developed, like the all- college 
seminar.  

CQ: Right, and I think even this past summer Santa Fe had much of their lecture 
series online. So that was nice to be able to watch that from Annapolis. Do you see, 
you know, any challenges ahead for the College in general or the GI in particular?  

BW: Well, by the time this comes out, we'll have welcomed a new President. Not to 
say that’s a challenge, but a new President means new leadership. A new direction, 
new tenor to things. There are a lot of open questions right now at the College in 
general and the GI in particular. As much as I just talked about the benefits of having 
this online program, there are a lot of a lot of questions we still have to work out. 
And I think especially thinking about how the mix of online and in-person affects the 
culture of the GI as a whole, I think is still very much a live question. I’ve been 
listening to this podcast that we just produced with David MacDonald, a tutor in 
Santa Fe, interviewing Zina Hintz here in Annapolis where they talk about 
technology. They discuss the phenomenon of the existence or accessibility of some 
new technology making the morality or validity of doing a thing somehow more 
acceptable. The example they discuss involves reproductive technology, but in our 
case it’s, “well this technology has been thrust upon us out of necessity, so now using 
it for other things doesn’t seem so far-fetched.” The idea of an online GI program 
even just a year and a half ago was outside the Overton window.  

All this is to say, I wonder is there a risk to the life of the campus community of the 
GI because of the accessibility of the online programs? Are there people who would 
have and could have attended in-person, but choose online instead? Even if it’s, say, 
only a 45-minute commute to campus, they think, going online, I could spend more 
time with my family, or save on time and money, or keep normal hours at work, etc. 
They weigh the tradeoffs and say, as much as I would like to do the in-person, I’m 
going to be online, even though I reasonably could be in person and would have been 
if the online option didn’t. I wonder to what extent that that will happen. The other 
side of that question is how many students would never have been able to come to 
the GI if not for this new option? How should the administration be thinking about 
the answers to these questions? We really have to wait until the COVID-based 
restrictions are done to see what people are actually going to do in a normal set of 
circumstances, though.  

I’ll say also that there are a lot of nonacademic—by which I don’t mean not 
intellectual, but simply not connected to a college—organic, nonprofit learning 
communities popping up all over the place that I think are attractive to some people. 
People who are looking for an intellectual life, looking for stimulating conversation, 
looking to seek truth. They want to be in the world of ideas. These learning 
communities are less expensive, they’re more flexible. They’ll create classes and 
groups that run the amount of time that’s appropriate for the content; they don’t 
have this weird constraint of, “learning must take place in 16 weeks in the academic 
calendar,” right? As though somehow that’s the optimal learning arrangement, which 
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is a little constraining on our part. And it's also, I think, really appealing to people 
who don't want or need a degree. That's not their primary motivation. And I think 
that's true for a lot of Johnnies, too. For a lot of GIs who come through, the degree 
is nice, but that's not why they did it. If they didn’t get it, they'd be equally happy, 
right? So I wonder what competition from these other groups is going to look like. 
They're not direct competitors in the sense of being other graduate programs in the 
liberal arts, but I think they are compelling opportunities that have some good things 
going for them. And so I'm curious to see how that plays out and how we might 
respond to those potential challenges.  

CQ: Definitely. You talked a little bit earlier about, the opportunity that going online 
has given the GI. Are there other opportunities that you see? 

BW: I definitely see opportunities in the sense that the GI program in particular, I 
think, can be a benefit to a lot of people who are thinking about and reacting to 
everything that’s happening in the world. You know, like I said before, coming out of 
a crisis often helps clarify priorities. People are talking about the relationship of 
economic life to the rest of life, they’re concerned about the nature of our so-called 
politics, they’re grappling with death and loss. St. John’s, of course, can be one 
helpful way of giving shape to and thinking through these questions. And I think 
people who have said to themselves, “Oh, I want to do St John's eventually, it would 
be great to do that eventually.” Well, they might see that “eventually” is now and that 
they now have the opportunity to do it. I'm glad that we have more ways than ever 
now for people to engage with us and to join our community. 

One of those other things, not directly related to the GI, is a new College podcast, 
which I edit and produce. We released our first two episodes in October. So by the 
time this is published, there will be three or four episodes of this podcast. It’s called 
“Books and a Balance: A Podcast on Liberal Education.” It’s hosted by two faculty 
members: Brendan Boyle here in Annapolis and David McDonald out in Santa Fe, 
who was previously the associate dean for graduate programs out there. So, it's the 
two of them having conversations with people who have interesting things to say on 
the topic of liberal education. Our first two episodes that are out now are with tutors 
Zena Hitz and Dan Harrell. One with Columbia professor Roosevelt Montás on his 
new book Rescuing Socrates is up next. It's an independent intellectual project, engaging 
with the contemporary discourse around liberal education, very broadly construed. 
Some of the guests that we have coming up are outside of the College, who have 
ideas very different from ours about what a successful liberal education would look, 
so I think it will be interesting to a lot of people. 

It’s an opportunity that I'm really excited for in a couple ways. One is, we are going to 
have some folks from the Graduate Institute, graduates and other people who've 
gone on to do other things, who will be guests on the show. And I think it's also a 
good opportunity for even more people to see the kind of conversations that happen 
at St. John's. Because if you listen to them, they're just archetypes of good 
conversation. And so I'm excited that that's going to be able to reach an even wider 
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audience. You know, it's not meant to be a marketing tool, in the sort of cheap 
transactional way that we often think of advertising or marketing. It's a substantial 
intellectual project that I think is a totally new outlet for us. And I think there are 
potential Johnnies out there who, in listening to this podcast, may well have their first 
interaction with the College. I expect very soon a number of new folks coming to the 
GI from this project. 

CQ: Is there a book or an author not on the program that you’d include if you could?  

BW: Everyone loves asking this! You know, everyone's got their pet thing of note, 
so-and-so needs to be on the on the program. The short answer is, no, I don't have a 
book. And the reason is not because there are so many different books that could be 
included or excluded, but because I think it's a really hard question to actually answer 
in any serious way; it demands such a massive context to really answer that question. 
To do so, you would, I think, need a sense of the program as a whole from the 
perspective of a teacher. You’d have to say, “I have a sense of the effect of different 
readings and the combination of readings on the individual lives of students.” And 
with that context, then saying, “I think taking this one book out and substituting 
another would be beneficial.” And I don't have that context, right? I don't have the 
depth and experience to think about it that way, but I think that’s how you have to 
consider it, if you're going to answer that question in a serious way. A lot of times 
that question really means is that there’s a particular book that you really like and you 
really want to see it on the program. And that's one thing. But the real difficulty of 
weighing it is knowing the pedagogical or academic context. And then also asking the 
very difficult question of, well, if you're going to add that what are you going to take 
away to make space for it? That's the harder question.  

CQ: That’s the question I’ve always heard when people propose adding a book: what 
are you going to take away?  

BW: Really what I think this comes down to a lot of times, and it’s true for me in the 
times I’ve said, “why isn’t X on the list?”, is that I’m thinking here's this book that is 
very good or maybe even a great book that I want to read with other people who take 
reading and discussing books seriously. You want it in the program so you can have 
that discussion with other people right now. I invite anyone who has that feeling 
about a book to come back and host a study group anytime! But of course the 
program can’t contain and isn’t meant to contain everything; it’s the beginning, 
hopefully, of a deeper, richer, more meaningful life.  
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“Equality” and the Tyranny of the Majority 
Drew Maglio 

I am a democrat because I believe in the Fall of Man. I think most people are democrats 
for the opposite reason. A great deal of democratic enthusiasm descends from the ideas of 
people like Rousseau, who believed in democracy because they thought mankind so wise and 
good that everyone deserved a share in the government. The danger of defending democracy 
on those grounds is that they’re not true. And whenever their weakness is exposed, the 
people who prefer tyranny make capital out of the exposure… The real reason for 
democracy is just the reverse. Mankind is so fallen that no man can be trusted with 
unchecked power over his fellows. —C.S. Lewis 

 
What Is Human Nature?: The Anglo-American Perspective 
 

There are two dichotomous views articulated by proponents of democratic 
government which the aforementioned passage from C.S Lewis’s essay, “Why I Am a 
Democrat,” succinctly conveys. These two distinct camps have been broken down 
into many classifications by various authors as early vs. late-Enlightenment or Anglo-
American vs. French/Continental. The former classification, advocates for 
democratic government as a makeshift, necessary evil, or least bad option. It holds 
and articulates that man is so fallen that no one man--or group of men (i.e. 
majority)—should possess such absolute power so as to legislate how others are to 
live their lives. The conservative camp, firmly grounded in the way things actually are, 
seeks to decentralize power (and production) via many checks and balances because 
absolute power corrupts absolutely, as Lord Acton presciently warned. Recognizing 
men “are not angels,” institutions and government must be varied and decentralized, 
in a manner where one entity is positioned against another with an opposing 
institutional interest, in order prevent any one entity from assuming too much power. 
J.R.R. Tolkien perfectly encapsulated the “constrained” view (to borrow 
contemporary economist, Thomas Sowell’s terminology) of government that is based 
on a negative view of human nature that hearkens back to Plato and Aristotle, when 
he wrote in a letter to a friend: “the most improper job of any man, even saints (who 
at any rate were at least unwilling to take it on), is bossing other men. Not one in a 
million is fit for it, and least of all those who seek the opportunity.” 
 
The French View 
 

In stark contrast to the early-Enlightenment, Anglo-American view of human 
nature which is firmly grounded in Christianity and owes a great debt to the Medieval 
Scholastics like St. Thomas Aquinas, is the Continental vision of democratic 
government that manifested itself most notably during the French Revolution. 
Without going too far afield, the defining characteristic of this strand of liberalism 
(spearheaded by Rousseau), is the rejection of the idea that man is fallen by nature 
that had long been held in the West. 
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Rousseau famously declared that “man though born free, is 
everywhere in chains”—he may as well have said “man is born good and is 
everywhere corrupted.” In his Discourse on the Origin of Inequality, Rousseau 
wrote with impunity,  

 
Allowing that nature intended we should always enjoy good health, I dare almost affirm 
that a state of reflection is a state against nature, and that the man who meditates is a 
depraved animal. We need only call to mind the good constitution of savages, of those at 
least of whom we have not destroyed by our strong liquors; we need only reflect, that they are 
strangers to almost every disease . . . to be in a manner convinced that the history of human 
diseases might be easily composed by pursuing that of civil societies. [1] 

 
For Rousseau, it is in society that the “noble savage”—Rousseau’s archetypal man, 
becomes irredeemably corrupted as his vices are allowed to fester while his virtue 
grows weary and lethargic:  
"In proportion as he (man) becomes sociable and a slave to others, he becomes weak, 
fearful, mean-spirited, and his soft and effeminate way of living at once completes the 
enervation of his strength and his courage." [2] In this way, Rousseau may be seen as 
the antithesis of Hobbes who held that life in the state of nature—which for Hobbes 
was analogous to a constant state of war—is “nasty, brutish, and short.” Locke 
contrarily, occupied a sort of mean between the “totally-depraved” Calvinistic view of 
human nature that Hobbes held and the naturally benevolent view of human nature 
that Rousseau championed.  
 
The Genius of Tocqueville 
 

Hailing from France, Alexis de Tocqueville was simultaneously one 
of most ardent proponents and chiding critics of American liberalism as it 
was practiced during the 19th century. In his analysis, Tocqueville notes that 
Antebellum America was the most fundamentally egalitarian society that he 
had ever witnessed, in which both squalid poverty as well as extravagant 
wealth were rarities. Tocqueville noted that there seemed to be no great 
abundance of either uneducated or illiterate individuals, but on the other 
hand, there were few highly intelligent and exceptional individuals. As 
Tocqueville conveyed, the overarching motif of Antebellum America was a 
pragmatic and practical—if not restless and busy—virtue. Unlike the 
founding era that was made possible by the interventions of the learned, 
noble, aristocratic (in the proper sense of the term, i.e. in merit not merely 
land holdings), the burgeoning America that Tocqueville visited was fast at 
work becoming a blue-collar and middle-class republic, in which leisure and 
philosophical contemplation took a back seat to industry and action. 

Tocqueville feared however—in an increasingly egalitarian and 
average society—that a new tyranny was looming on the horizon: namely the 
tyranny of the majority, which was manifested not through despotism and 
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autocracy, but rather by way of the public pressure of opinion and homogeneity: “In 
our day, the most absolute sovereigns in Europe cannot prevent certain thoughts 
hostile to their authority from circulating . . . The same is not true of America, as long 
as the majority has not made up its mind, speech is allowed; as soon as it has 
pronounced its irrevocable decision, speech is silenced.”[3]  

In this way, a new tyranny of mind exercised by the majority over minorities 
began to manifest itself in Tocqueville’s age. Tocqueville argued that this new “group-
think” (as moderns tend to call it),“leaves the body alone and goes straight to the 
spirit.”[4] When surveying the contemporary political order (or disorder), 
Tocqueville’s pertinent observations have unfortunately and undoubtedly intensified 
in magnitude and frequency.  
 
Democracy Changes Neither Human Nature Nor the Nature of Political 
Power 
 

Despite being a Frenchman, Tocqueville breaks from Rousseau and instead 
embraced Locke’s view of human nature, which holds that man has both the 
propensity for virtue and vice: which he shall become is the result of deliberation and 
habit. Locke held that the state of nature is not a state of license wherein each is 
entitled to everything as Hobbes held, but rather that natural law does not cease to 
reign supreme in the hearts and minds of men. Because of the gross difficulty in each 
individual protecting his property by enforcing the natural law himself, individuals 
(who naturally gravitate towards civil society anyway) contract together for the sake 
of the enforcement of contracts, in addition to establishing an impartial body by 
which to adjudicate disputes related to trespasses made by one party against 
another.[5] All of this must be said, in order to convey that for Locke (and 
Tocqueville), civil society neither drastically reforms (as in Hobbes) nor corrupts (as 
in Rousseau) the human being: instead, it may do either according to the arrangement 
of its structures and institutions which either accord with, or conflict with, the natural 
law. In other words, man is still man no matter the political arrangement, generally 
speaking.  

In this way, Tocqueville rejects both the notion that man is either benevolent 
by nature (and thus it follows that society corrupts him) or that man is so totally 
depraved that a Leviathan is preferable to a constant state of war that follows from 
unimpinged liberty:  

Omnipotence seems self-evidently a bad and dangerous thing. Its exercise appears to be beyond 
man’s powers, whoever he might be, and I see that only God can be omnipotent without 
danger because his wisdom and justice are always equal to his power. There is, therefore, no 
earthly authority so worthy of respect or vested with so sacred a right that I would wish to 
allow it unlimited action . . . When . . . I see the right and capacity to enact everything given 
to any authority . . . I say: the seed of tyranny lies there and I seek to live under different 
laws.[6] 
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Tocqueville put it even more chidingly later in his work, “I believe that in all 
governments of whatever sort meanness will attach itself to force and flattery to 
power. I know of only one method to of preventing men from being debased and 
that is to grant to no one who has omnipotence (i.e. the majority as in the US) the 
sovereign power to demean them.”[7] 
 
The Lust For Equality: Mill, Marx, and other “Revolutionaries” 
 

The underlying source of the new tyranny Tocqueville conveyed is 
born of the democratic impulse and is the special scourge of democracy, i.e. a 
disdain of any amount of inequality. Tocqueville believed this state would create 
a condition of lethargy in relation to liberty, as equality became the most 
cherished ideal of democratic society (rather than liberty). As Rousseau—and 
later Mill, Hegel, and Marx became the dominant political ideologues for 
Continental Europe, equality supplanted liberty as the most vital and 
cherished ideal for civilization. Mill, for instance, went as far to argue that 
“the most happiness for the greatest number of people” should be the end of 
government. In this utilitarian view, the safeguarding of individual rights 
takes a backseat to “equality” and “progress.” 

Marx famously declared that “all history is class conflict,” and 
therefore goaded the proletariat class of workers to revolution in order to 
achieve greater equality. Marx adopted from Hegel a belief in historicity, or 
the notion that social values, standards, and mores are historically contingent 
and therefore not absolute and objective but, instead, malleable in order to 
suit the needs of any given epoch:  
 

The human essence is no abstraction inherent in each single individual. In its reality it is 
the ensemble of the social relations . . . To abstract from the historical process and to fix the 
religious sentiment as something by itself and to presuppose an abstract—isolated—
human individual . . . the “religious sentiment” is itself a social product . . . All social life 
is essentially practical . . . The highest point reached by contemplative materialism, that is 
materialism which does not comprehend seriousness as practical activity, is the 
contemplation of single individuals and civil society. The standpoint of the old materialism 
is civil society; the standpoint of the new is human society, or social humanity. The 
philosophers have only interpreted the world . . . the point is to change it.[8] 

 
The Desire For Equality Will Undermine Liberty 
 

Tocqueville both anticipated and feared the way in which in those 
who wished to undermine American democracy could appeal to man’s 
insatiable lust for equality in all outcomes, despite the fact that each 
individual possesses different aptitudes and abilities which allow or inhibit 
them from making the best of their circumstances:  
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The passion for equality sinks deeply into every corner of the human heart, expands, and 
fills it entirely. It is no use telling such men, as they blindly obey such an exclusive passion, 
that they are damaging their dearest interests; they are deaf. Do not bother to show them 
that their freedom is slipping through their fingers while their gaze is elsewhere; they are 
blind, or rather they can only see one advantage worth pursuing in the whole world . . . I 
think that democratic societies have a natural taste for freedom . . . but they have a 
burning, insatiable, constant, and invincible passion for equality; they want equality in 
freedom and, if they cannot have it, they want it in slavery. They will endure poverty, 
subjection, barbarism but they will not endure aristocracy.[9] 

 
Tocqueville saw a great danger on the horizon for American democracy, whereby a 
general distaste of learning and extreme wealth could and would create conditions of 
mediocrity in mind and spirit, i.e. an aggregation of individuals becoming a 
homogeneity and thereby silencing dissent through social pressure once the majority 
“had made its mind up.” Once equality (and security for that matter) supplants liberty 
as the foundation of democracy, it becomes obtrusive and destructive to both 
minorities and the individual who have but little recourse or redress:  
 

My main complaint against a democratic government as organized in the United States is 
not its weakness . . . but rather its irresistible strength . . . When a man or party suffers 
from an injustice in the United States, to whom can he turn? To public opinion? That is 
what forms the majority. To the legislative body? That represents the majority and obeys it 
blindly. To the executive power? That is appointed by the majority and serves as its passive 
instrument. To the public police force? They are nothing but the majority under arms. To 
the jury? That is the majority invested with the right to pronounce judgments . . . however 
unfair or unreasonable the measure which damages you, you must submit.[10] 

 
Tocqueville feared a sovereign majority—with a blithe regard for liberty and an 
insatiable appetite for equality in all matter of small things—could create conditions 
which would destroy the human essence, that revolutionaries such as Marx denied 
altogether, while simultaneously appealing to the yearning for equality: 
 

It (the tyranny of the majority manifested as a guardian rather than as a ruler) gradually 
blots out their mind and enfeebles their spirit . . . It will be useless to call upon those very 
citizens who have become so dependent upon central government, to choose from time to time 
the representative of this government; this . . . brief exercise . . . of their free choice will not 
prevent the gradual loss of the faculty of autonomous thought, feeling, and action so that 
they will slowly fall behind the level of humanity.[11] 

 
Tocqueville’s Democracy in America serves as a reminder that democracy is just 

as, if not more, prone to abuse than other systems of civil government. In order to 
flourish, democracy must be firmly grounded in principle in order to construct 
institutions that align with the objective and absolute reality of this world. In order to 
remain stable, power must be decentralized and therefore liberty and equality under 
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the law must be valued over abstract and ambiguous ideals such as “equality” 
or “progress,” which are but generalities that amount to little more than mere 
slogans. As Tocqueville conveyed throughout his seminal work, liberty entails 
duty and obligation and requires a great deal of proper habituation, which 
cultivates the wisdom and virtue necessary for self-governance—even of the 
practical sort. All of these prerequisites must be met so that democracy does 
not devolve into tyrannical mob rule. In our age it seems that few of us have 
heeded Tocqueville’s admonition about the dangerous democratic impulse 
that is devoid of reality in so far as it fails to recognize the fallen nature of 
man and in particular the propensity for those in power to abuse it, which is 
most often made manifest in democratic society by the ceaseless, fruitless, 
and senseless pursuit of absolute equality which anesthetizes the exceptional 
individual in order to bolster the tyrannical majority.  
 
[1] Jean-Jacques Rousseau and Greg Boroson, Discourse On the Origin of Inequality 
(Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, 2004), 7.  
[2] Ibid, 8.  
[3] Alexis De' Tocqueville, Democracy In America, trans. Gerald E. Bevan (London, 
England: Penguin Books, 2003), 297.  
[4] Ibid, 298.  
[5] Property for Locke was—among other things—both metaphysical as in labor and 
the activity of the mind, in addition to physical as in the case of cultivated land. For 
Locke, the preservation and protection of private property was the impetus for the 
establishment of civil government.  
[6] Tocqueville, 294.  
[7] Ibid, 302-303.  
[8] Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels, and C. J. Arthur, The German Ideology (London: 
Lawrence and Wishart, 1974), 122-123.  
[9] Tocqueville, 586-587.  
[10] Ibid, 294-295.  
[11] Ibid, 808. 
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The White Man Burdened 
Dimple Kaul 

While researching British Education Policy and its impact on indigenous knowledge systems, I was 
reminded of Rudyard Kipling’s exhortation of The White Man’s Burden! This poem is a 
response from a proud member of the community of indigenous people across the world. It is a 
reminiscence of pain and an attempt towards collective awareness, acknowledgement, and healing for 
harmony. It is also a sensitive caution against subconscious/unconscious supremacy that still appears 
to linger; it is not directed against any race or people. As a Hindu, harmony and mutual respect are 
intrinsic to my being. Sarve Bhavantu Sukhinah! 
 
The White Man burdened —  
Set forth the worst of his breed —  
blinded sons who were exiled 
To serve his crown’s greed; 
Plundering, causing heavy distress 
On folks he labeled wild —  
ill-treated the natives as sullen,  
calling them Half devil and half child. 
The White Man burdened —  
Treating himself to a free ride, 
Unleashed vile, violent terror 
And reveled in that pride; 
Not through stealth but loot simple, 
An hundred times made plain. 
He sought to make profit, 
From our labour and pain. 
The White Man burdened —  
Forcing us to fight his wars of peace —  
Causing full mouths of Famine 
And never let sickness cease; 
And when his goal was met 
His promises came to naught, 
He called us uncivilized, heathen  
Treated worse than cattle bought. 
The White Man burdened —  
Usurping the rule of kings, 
Through deceit and acting as keeper —  
Vaingloriously he sings. 
The ports he forced and enter, 
The roads he lustily tread, 
And made his entire living, 
Off our sweat- alive and dead! 
The White Man burdened —  
And reaped untold rewards: 
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The lies and fallacies he’d better, 
Spreading hate for those he charred —  
The cry of hosts, the fake perfumer 
Would hide in plain sight —  
He sold our people into bondage, 
While calling himself just and right 
The White Man burdened —  
He kept stooping to conquer  
And called it an act of civilization 
To cloak his wickedness; 
Impoverishing us, he did prosper, 
By hook or crook, 
Through acts quiet and vocal 
Denigrated our Gods, reduced us. 
The White Man burdened —  
Having benefited in myriad ways —  
The self- proffered laurel, 
The lavish self-praise. 
Comes now, to teach us humanity 
After all the thankless years, 
Cold-hearted ravager of human civilization, 
Sits in judgment of us, he dares!  

 
Artwork by Jesse Clagett 
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Holy Sonnet XIV 
Vita Kudryavtseva 

Upon reading this poem, I was immediately struck by the wave of angst and tsunami 
of violent rage felt in the wake of it. What kind of “holy” sonnet is that? Where is the 
Poet’s reverence for Higher Being? Where is humility and trust in God’s wisdom? 
Donne opens up with “Batter my heart” - a command or directive, but hardly an 
appeal. He marches on complaining that God’s gentle ways, “knock, breathe, shine” 
are not effective in helping him, Donne, to “rise and stand” and God’s viceroy 
“proves weak and untrue”. Donne’s request to God to “bend Your force” can be 
taken as outright blasphemous - merciful Christian God is no help, he calls upon 
Zeus the Destroyer, who can “break, blow, burn”. And after giving the account of 
God’s multiple shortcomings, Donne sighs - “Yet dearly I love you”. Why is Donne 
angry and who is he angry with, are the questions that I seek to answer in this essay. 

A couple of immediate observations spring on me - the prevalence of “me”s in the 
poem, 8 mentions total, and distinctness of “I” from “me”, as in “imprison me, for 
I...never shall be free”. In fact, the famous paradoxes of the last 3 lines - freedom 
through imprisonment, chastity through rape - are paradoxes only if “I” and “me” are 
conceived of as referring to the same entity. What if, by way of hypothesis, we look at 
them as related but separate?  

“I” and “me”, being personal pronouns, lead me to take a note of “you”, another 
personal pronoun frequently evoked in the poem. While the identity of “I” and “me” 
is not yet clear, Donne makes it explicit that “you” refers to “three-person’d God” in 
the very first line of the poem. Now that I identified three main characters at play in 
the sonnet - “I”, “me”, and “you” - the next step is to examine them individually and 
in relation to each other. 

“me” in line 12 both rhymes with and is consonant with “enemy” in line 10. The Poet 
would like “me” to be o’erthrowen, made new, imprisoned, ravished. “me” is the 
troublemaker, the antagonist in the story. Throughout the sonnet, Donne insists on 
“me”s distraction or subjugation. Interestingly, the only exception to this narrative 
happens in line 7: “Reason, your viceroy in me, me should defend, But is captiv’d”. 
This is also the line in which “me” is stressed twice in a row. Who is it that Reason 
has failed to defend “me” from? One potential reading of this line is to go along with 
Donne’s poetic logic and to add a couple more “me”s - “Reason, your viceroy in me, 
me should defend [from me], but is captiv’d [by me]”. These additions are consistent 
with the antagonistic treatment of “me” elsewhere in the sonnet and illuminate the 
fact that “me” is not inherently “bad”, rather left to its own devices “me” can 
become unruly and dangerous. If the current “me” could be returned to its original 
condition, “made new”, “me” will no longer be an “enemy”.  

On the other hand, Donne’s description of “you” makes me think of a powerful but 
gentle giant, who is slow to act because he is kind and aware of his might. The Poet’s 
choice not to capitalize “you”, “three-person’d God”, visually puts “you” on the same 
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level as “me”, makes it more “human-scale”. “you” is lovable, “you” is unintrusive, 
“you” shines. “I” loves “you”. “you”s victory over “me” is also “I”s only hope for 
being free, chaste, and loved. “I” pleads with “you” - “Divorce me, untie or break 
that knot again, take me to you”. It can appear ambiguous whether “I” is referring to 
divorcing “me” from “you” or “me” from “I”. But the presupposed union between 
“me” and “you” does not make sense in light of the subsequent request to “take me 
to you” and multiple appeals for “you”s distraction earlier. Rather, it is the bond 
between “me” and “I” that “I” is asking to be severed - “Divorce me [from I]”! And 
we are told “you” have done it before and can “break that knot again”. This tells us 
that “you” has both the authority, experience, and expertise to straighten “I”s affairs. 
But who is that “I” that is making the appeals? 

The first thing we learn about “I” is that “I” is down, not doing well and the cause of 
“I”s condition is “me”. Donne’s metaphor for “I” as an “usurp’d town” is echoed 
throughout the poem. “I” is “betroth’d unto your [“you’s”] enemy”, making “I” a 
potential traitor. “I” wants “me” imprisoned, enthralled. “I” is suffering because “I” 
loves “you” but feels unsure of “you”s love - he may be, “would be lov’d”. “I” comes 
across as weak, powerless, vindictive, and angry. If the reader can suppress combat 
connotations evoked by the imagery of “usurp’d town”, the relationship between 
“me”, “you”, and “I” takes the character of a tragic romance story told from “I”s 
perspective. “I” loves “you” but is “betroth’d” to “me”. “you” is ambivalent or 
perhaps more reserved in his feelings for “you” and “me”. “me”, in the eyes of “I”, 
has taken “I” unjustly, by force, but without “you’s” intervention “me” is certain to 
prevail.  

While I found it helpful to designate “I”, “me”, and “you” as a kind of “stick figures” 
for the purposes of elucidating some of the “plot” lines in the sonnet, it is now time 
to attempt an interpretation of their meaning. Donne’s use of “three-person’d God” 
as an antecedent for “you”, as well as appeals to “you’s” powers throughout the 
poem, make it easy to see “you” as divine nature. In contrast, “me” can be thought of 
as a human nature - fallible, driven to horrid extremes when not governed by Reason. 
But even Reason by itself cannot be relied upon to control these animalistic impulses 
and urges. The question of who “I” is both the most obvious and the most difficult. 
On one hand, “I” is the narrator, the Poet, John Donne. But with this understanding, 
“I”s relationship to “you” and “me”, “divine” and “human”, remains obscure. 
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Donne may have planted a hint to answering this question in the opening line - 
“three-person’d” is clearly a deliberate choice of descriptor for the Supreme Being 
that harks back to the Holy Trinity. Drawing attention to God’s multiplicity and 
oneness in the very beginning of the poem, Donne sets the stage for the multiplicity 
and oneness of “I”, “me” and “you”. The intentional parallelism between the God’s 
structure of Being and the Poet’s, “I”s, structure is further strengthened if we recall 
Genesis 1:27: "So God created man in His own image; in the image of God He 
created him". God’s creation resembles God by design. However, in the context of 
the sonnet this correspondence can only be taken so far - it is hard to envision that 
“I”, “me”, and “you” are meant to directly correspond to the “Father”, the “Son”, 
and the “Holy Spirit”. At a very minimum, the sonnet does not seem to supply 
enough evidence for such a direct mapping to be established unambiguously. Thus, 
while the multiplicity may be present in Donne’s concepts for both “I” and God, the 
relationship between “I” and “me” and “you” requires further clarification. 

Because of the prominence of “usurp’d town” metaphor taking over the entire 
second quatrain, I was drawn to conceive of “I” as a fortress, a container, a shell 
which under ideal circumstances can contain both “me” and “you”, “human” and 
“divine”. In the Poet’s case, “me” has overgrown, overflown, subdued Reason, and 
filled up "I"s entire interior. Like a cancerous growth, “me” needs to be lacerated to 
make space for “divine” to be admitted back into Donne’s being.  
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An alternative interpretation of “I” occurred to me when I recognized “I” as a 
common symbol for a mathematical function, called “Indicator function”. This 
function can only have values of 1 or 0, “true” or “false”. It is 1 if a variable is a part 
of a given set, and 0 if it is not.  

 

If I substitute “you” for “x” and “me” for A in the above formulation, then an 
indicator function equals one if “you” belongs with “me” and zero otherwise. This 
conception of “I” better aligns with the extremeness and volatility of feelings 
expressed in the sonnet. “I” only has value when there is “divine” present in it, 
otherwise it is a mere “me”, a worthless animal. This would explain why the Poet 
cannot be loved, as in “valued”, in his current condition and “would be lov’d fain” 
only when “you”, “divine” returns to “me”. Donne is facing a stark, binary choice - 
admit “you” to “me” and “raise and stand” as One or continue on as “me”, a Zero.  

Did any of these elucidations get me closer to understanding why Donne is angry and 
who he is angry with? I think so. Both a “container” and an “indicator function” 
concepts of “I” share an important feature - the potentiality for having Divine as a 
part of “I”, an internal part. The Poet is making demands of and airing frustrations 
not to an external deity but to the Divine within. The angst, the rage, the brutality 
Donne summons are both self-directed and self-inflicted. The remedy he seeks for 
his condition is not a violent rape but a self-flagellation. 
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About a Letter 
Louis Petrich 

Dyed colors eye my star-took tan goodbye, 
and harking freckles, islets hitching waist, 
my home’s horizon, wane in vesting night. 
I hail them back, hot stabs: so bleeds away 
a summering care for hale and hearty having. 
One letter needs to convalesce, my ache. 
Then alphabetic whole, outfielding fate 
that kicked me forth her goal, like lightening grounded, 
shall sate farmed fires ‘tween legs that compass sky 
and sweat such poses, friction-bent, of limbs, 
that unquiet hips may cool on capering tongues 
that summon sounded midriff world of ends. 
And were those aches but featly trials of me 
to loose from earth and seas their titled stores 
lone Adam’s lips, spontaneous, once sprung? 
Go live bedrocked in paradise of questions; 
tell good and evil: hang yourselves. You’ll see. 
That always ache—it’s butting never never. 
With waves unbound around the earth forever, 
no breaking reef, sunk shores so answered, be. 
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Prize-winning Tutorial Essay: Meno 
Andrew Laurence Graney 

“Can you tell me, Socrates, whether virtue is something teachable?” Meno 
asks at the outset of Plato’s Meno. He continues, “Or is it not teachable, but 
something that comes from practice? Or is it something neither from practice nor 
learning, but something that comes to human beings by nature, or some other way” 
(70A)? Quickly, however, Socrates turns the dialogue away from Meno’s original 
question, whether or not virtue is something teachable, and towards the very 
definition of what virtue is. Socrates claims he does not know what virtue is, and can 
therefore not say, on any solid ground, whether or not virtue is teachable. He states: 

I share the poverty of my fellow citizens in this matter and blame myself for not knowing 
about virtue at all. And how could I know what sort of thing something is, if I do no not 
know what it is? Or does it seem possible to you that someone who has no cognizance of 
Meno at all, who he is, could know whether he is handsome or rich or well-born, or the 
opposite of these? Does it seem possible to you? (71B) 

Therefore, as soon as the conversation has begun, it has taken a turn. It is no 
longer, for the time being, about whether or not virtue is teachable, but what the 
thing itself is. Still, Socrates’s answer, saying that he does not know what virtue is and 
so cannot say whether or not it is teachable, implies that he does at least think that 
some things are teachable, that there is such a thing as the teachable thing, and he 
simply does not yet know whether virtue is one of those teachable things. 
Throughout the dialogue, neither of the interlocutors explicitly claim that nothing at 
all is teachable. In 87C, for example, Socrates and Meno seem to agree that 
knowledge, at least, if nothing else, is teachable. In this paper, I want to question 
whether or not anything it is at all, truly teachable. I am inclined to say yes. But, as 
Meno learns in his conversation with Socrates, what I am inclined towards is not 
necessarily the truth, for at the beginning of their dialogue, Meno is sure he knows 
what virtue is, and yet as the dialogue continues he becomes more and more 
perplexed. Therefore, I ask again, is anything teachable? 

Another way to ask this question might be: what is the relationship between 
teaching and learning? Surely, people do learn things. I could not be writing this 
paper had I not learned a multitude of things beforehand. I had to learn my letters, 
had to learn how to write, how to form cohesive thoughts, among other skills. How 
did I learn these skills? One might say that the obvious answer is that I had teachers 
in these subjects. In elementary school, teachers taught me how to read and write. As 
I got older, other teachers taught me how to write papers, ask questions, form my 
thoughts on the page in a manner that might be compelling to others. This does seem 
to be the case. I had those teachers. I learned those skills. But, a problem arises. 
When I was a child I had a violin teacher, and yet I never became a skilled violinist. 
My teacher had other students that did become quite skilled. From this example I can 
only conclude that the fact of having a teacher does not guarantee one’s learning. 
Therefore, I return to my question. How does one learn? Is anything teachable? 
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In their search for what virtue is Meno asks a question that seems to imply 
that no one can actually learn anything. Again, from everyday experience, it seems 
obvious that people do learn. Still, Meno’s question is difficult a difficult one to 
answer. On how Socrates will find what virtue is, Meno asks: 

And in what way will you seek, Socrates, for that which you know nothing at all 
about what it is? What sort of thing among those things which you do not know are you 
proposing to seek for yourself? Or, even if, at best, you should happen upon it, how will you 
know it is that which you did not know? (80D) 

Socrates responds: 

I understand the sort of thing you want to say, Meno. Do you not see how inclined 
to strife this argument you are drawing out is, that it is not possible for a human being to 
seek either what he knows or what he does not know? For he could not seek for what he 
knows, because he knows it and then there’s no need of any seeking for this person; nor could 
he seek for what he does not know, because then he does not know what he is seeking. (80E) 

This argument, at first glance, might appear foolproof. Socrates has an 
answer, however. The soul is immortal, he states, and “Inasmuch as the soul is 
immortal and has been born many times and has seen all things both here and in the 
house of Hades, there is nothing which it has not learned” (81C). He then supposes 
that everything we are supposed to have learned is actually, truly, our souls 
recollecting that which they already knew. To illustrate this point, Socrates calls over 
one of Meno’s slaveboys. Through a series of questions asked by Socrates, the 
slaveboy comes to realize the line lengths that would be needed to double the size of 
a given square. Socrates claims that because he asked nothing but questions, this 
serves as evidence of the fact that the knowledge of the squares came from within the 
boy, from within his immortal soul. One could object that Socrates was asking 
leading questions, and that, perhaps, asking these sorts of questions is a way of 
teaching. Before starting on my own inquiry, in this paper, on the nature of teaching 
and learning, I would have been inclined to agree, and to a certain extent, I still am. 
Socrates knew what he was asking. He led the boy step by step, albeit through 
questions, through the geometrical proof. The boy could not have come to this 
knowledge without Socrates. Nevertheless, as I stated earlier in my example of having 
a violin teacher as a child, having a teacher does not guarantee that one learns 
something. Beyond Socrates questioning, how does the slaveboy learn the 
geometrical proof? That is, what makes him have an “aha” moment, a moment of 
realization, a moment, perhaps, of learning? 

Socrates’s exchange, if taken at face value that the boy, through questioning, 
came to recollect what his soul already knew, does, in a way, clear up Meno’s 
paradoxical question of how one can learn anything. That is, one can search for 
anything, “learn” anything, if it is simply, (though it may not be simple), a matter of 
recollection within his soul. Still, the soul’s immortality does not shed any light on 
what makes the ‘aha’ moment happen for a learner.  
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After this exchange with the slaveboy, Meno and Socrates continue the 
dialogue on what virtue is and whether or not it is teachable, and something strange 
happens here to Socrates’s argument. Socrates, as I have stated, claims to have not 
taught the boy anything, and instead states that “true opinions will exist within him, 
which after being aroused by questioning becomes matters of knowledge” (86A). 
Again, Socrates’s argument is that the boy is recollecting, not being taught. Still, 
Socrates must think some things are teachable. If he thought nothing was teachable, 
he need not inquire about what virtue is in order to say whether or not it is teachable. 
He simply could have said, “No, it is not teachable. Nothing is.” Strangely enough, in 
apparent contradiction to the geometrical proof example with the slaveboy, Socrates 
seems to believe that knowledge actually can be taught, and is, among all things, the 
only thing that can be taught. He states: 

In this way then, about virtue too —since we know neither what it is, nor what sort of thing 
it is—let us look hypothetically at it, whether it is teachable or not teachable, speaking in 
the following way: If virtue is some sort of thing among those things that have regard to the 
soul, would it be teachable or not teachable? First, then, if it’s the kind of thing that is 
different from, or like knowledge, is it teachable or not, or, as we were just now saying it, is 
it recollectable?—let it make no difference to us about whatever name we use—but is it 
teachable? Or is this, at any rate, clear to everyone, that a human being is taught nothing 
else than knowledge. (87B-C) 

Meno agrees to this, that a human being is taught nothing else than 
knowledge, and agrees, when Socrates states, “And if virtue is some kind of 
knowledge, it is clear that it could be taught” (87C). The question then becomes for 
the interlocutors, is virtue a matter of knowledge? 

It might be that Socrates does wobble a little bit here in his argument, 
changing from nothing can be taught to knowledge can be taught, but for my 
purpose, it would not be productive to quibble with that wobbling. For my question 
still holds: How does learning happen? Is anything, strictly speaking, teachable?  

For Socrates, if virtue is a matter of knowledge, and can therefore be taught, 
there would be teachers of virtue, and one would do well to send his child to a virtue 
teacher. In the end, Meno and Socrates agree that there are no teachers of virtue. 
Furthermore, they agree that if there are no teachers, there are no learners (96C). 
Because they conclude that virtue has no teachers, and is therefore not something 
teachable, which, consequently, makes virtue not a form of knowledge, they then 
conclude that one who has virtue must get it from “divine dispensation” (100A). I 
disagree with Socrates that if there are no teachers there are no learners. One can 
learn through observation. One can learn to play basketball by watching professional 
basketball players. One can learn to skateboard by doing the same. One can learn to 
write poetry by studying the masters. This glaring omission, their leaving out that one 
can learn through observation, makes the conclusion of this dialogue, to my mind, 
unsatisfying, makes the jump to divine dispensation quite the leap. The more I think 
about it, however, the more I think Socrates might be correct. 
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I still do not agree with him that if there are no teachers there are no learners. 
I do, however, think he might be right when he says that learning virtue is due to 
divine dispensation. To my mind, his answer as to what is divine dispensation is 
actually too limited, for I still cannot understand, if anything is teachable, knowledge, 
for example, what makes that ‘aha’ moment possible. Where does it come from? One 
might say it comes from intuition, but what is intuition? Could not one say that 
intuition might in fact be the soul remembering, and that therefore nothing is 
teachable? I was dissatisfied with Socrates’s answer that virtue is bequeathed through 
divine dispensation because I thought it obvious that one can learn without teachers, 
that one can learn, that is, through observation. But what about this gift of 
observation? Where did it come from? Is it all, everything we do and learn, a gift 
from God? Could it be that yes, there are teachers; things are teachable, and yes, there 
are learners; we do learn things, but it all comes from God, the ‘aha’ moment of 
learning, the ability to teach? Many questions arise from this. Does God bestow gifts 
equally, but one has to accept the gift? Could this be why some people are virtuous, 
others not? What makes one more or less inclined to accept God’s gifts? Why would 
God create people who are not inclined to receive his gifts? Does God indeed do 
this? But these, perhaps, are questions for another time. For now, though, I conclude 
that that ‘aha’ moment that makes learning possible, that might permit me to answer 
these further questions, must be a gift from God.  
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Prize-Winning Preceptorial Paper: Thus Spoke Zarathustra 
Anthony Meffe 

 In a note Nietzsche observes that “One generally mistakes me: I confess it; 
also I should be done a great service if someone else were to defend and define me 
against these mistakes.” (XIV, 318 f.) Nietzsche here admits to the often obscure and 
esoteric nature of his writing, an obscurity that must be revealed by later interpreters 
and defenders. Walter Kaufmann in his seminal biography of Nietzsche echoes this 
sentiment with his refutation of the “Nietzsche legend,” namely the inheritance of 
preconceived notions surrounding who Nietzsche was, and what the purpose of his 
project was. The benign influence of Nietzsche’s sister Elizabeth was instrumental in 
cementing Nietzsche’s reputation as a nationalistic anti-Semite, as poet, or prophet 
rather than philosopher, and had led to a situation where, as Kaufmann puts it, “there 
is not even basic agreement about what [Nietzsche] stood for.” While the scholarly 
horizons for Nietzsche’s work are perhaps less grim today than in 1950, it is still a 
weighty task to come to a firm understanding of a philosopher who deliberately 
eschewed systematization, and who described the scholarly approach to knowledge as 
“cracking nuts.” (Z, II, 16) In cracking a nut you achieve a completeness, a goal, an 
end, then discard the scraps and move to the next nut, triumphant. In contrast, 
Nietzsche asks us not to ‘solve’ his thought, but to engage with it in a dynamic 
motion of mistaken interpretation, defence and clarification.  

The emphasis upon motion is a recurring theme in Nietzsche’s work, and 
especially in Thus Spoke Zarathustra where the path to the Overman (Ubermensch) is first 
described in direct and linear language but quickly develops into cyclical and non-
linear transformations, dances, and songs, that lead to greater understanding and 
creativity, but not to any end or telos. Nietzsche, while desirous of eternity, attempts 
to achieve it not in any solution that finds a solution, but rather through the eternal 
recurrence of the individual, subjective, creative will in the world, this particular 
world, the only one which will ever exist and has ever existed. Creation, the act of 
God which demands conformity, is distinguished from individual creation that 
engenders freedom and creates new values in a world where God is dead. (Z, Prologue, 
9) In the death of the Creator, there is an opening for the creative will to find its way 
to becoming the Ubermensch, by perpetually moving. But the question remains as to 
whether the world outside of the subjective creative will ‘exists’ in a real sense, or 
whether it is merely a subjective projection of the whims of new creators. At the risk 
of attempting to crack this philosophical nut like the scholars, I will argue that 
Nietzsche presents a unified and consistent view of the world, defined by motion, 
and against Christian and Darwinian teleology, which demands the kind of creativity 
he describes. It is meaningful insofar as it describes reality, the eternal exercise of the 
will in relation to the world. Nietzsche’s system that eschews systems then relies upon 
perpetual motion which reflects and is faithful to life, or rather living in the world as it 
is. This is achieved through eternal recurrence, and can be described reliably as an 
objective reality. 
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The most essential quality of life in Zarathustra is constant motion, whether 
simply physical motion or a deeper spiritual transformation. As Peter Behrens writes 
in his novel The Law of Dreams, “the law of dreams is keep moving,” and this might 
equally be called the law of Zarathustra. (Behrens, 10) Thus Spoke Zarathustra begins 
with a movement and transformation: “When Zarathustra was thirty years old he left 
his home… and went into the mountains. Here he enjoyed his spirit and his solitude 
and for ten years he did not tire of it.” (Z, Prologue, 1) Zarathustra moves to the 
mountain, but still finds no ultimate satisfaction: “I am weary of my wisdom… I want 
to bestow and distribute…For this I must descend into the depths, as you do 
evenings when you go behind the sea and bring light even to the underworld.” (3) He 
continues: “Like you I must go down…” (3) Already on the first page we have spanned 
ten years, and bridged two epiphanies on the part of Zarathustra, not satisfied with 
enjoying his spirit, he wishes to descend and teach. And what does he wish to teach? 
It is the path to the Ubermensch: “I teach you the Overhuman. Human being is something 
that shall be overcome. What have you done to overcome him?” (Z, Prologue, 3) 
Humanity is one stage, a stage that requires action to be surpassed. While Zarathustra 
also uses semi-evolutionary language, comparing the Ubermensch to man as we 
compare man to ape, Kaufmann is careful to point out that Nietzsche rejected an 
evolutionary corollary to his work. (Z, Prologue, 3) While the symbolism and 
comparison here “invites misunderstanding,” Nietzsche himself claimed that only 
“scholarly oxen” would interpret his work as Darwinism. The path to the Ubermensch 
requires active overcoming rather than passive and deterministic reception of natural 
forces to which one adapts. We might find some clarity in Nietzsche’s work on 
history, written in 1874 before Zarathustra” where he writes: 

For since we happen to be the results of earlier generations we are also the results of their 
aberrations, passions and errors, even crimes; it is not possible quite to free oneself from this 
chain. If we condemn those aberrations and think ourselves quite exempt from them, the fact 
we are descended from them is not eliminated.” (U VI, 3)  

He writes further that the attempt to eradicate this memory creates a kind of 
second nature as we break from the first, and yet something of the past state always 
remains, and the new state is generally feebler than the first. (U VI, 3) By feebler 
Nietzsche likely means more contingent and less survivable, even if it is more 
complex, as all higher beings are, comparing the complexity and fragility of humans 
to the durability of simpler organisms in The AntiChrist. Instead Nietzsche demands 
that the path forward be willed rather than accepted, even as remnants of earlier 
transformations will endure. Rather than look to change as a cold or mechanistic 
reality, it should be understood as a proud action towards a higher state. In The Gay 
Science Nietzsche remarks that the Darwinian conception has led, just as in 
Christianity, to a “man against the world” understanding of life, wherein man must 
give up either reverence or his own being, where both are accorded as nihilism. (GS, 
346) Rather Nietzsche seeks a path wherein man and the world are not in conflict, 
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where what is past, is, and is to come can be accepted with all their warts. But how 
does Nietzsche’s conception of motion and transformation eradicate nihilism? 

The answer to that question is found in Nietzsche’s conception of life which 
is irrevocably tied to endless motion towards without ultimate completion, as well as 
his notion of the death of God. Zarathustra teaches not just the Ubermensch but the 
path to it: “Mankind is a rope fastened between animal and Overman – a rope over 
an abyss.” (Z, Prologue, 4) The ones who know how to be “crossing over” and “going 
under” are those who know how to live. (4) But what does it mean to know how to 
live? If mechanistic Darwinism is not an antidote, then neither is faith in God, even 
as in the revolutionary nineteenth century such a dichotomy seemed to be the nexus 
of intellectual conflict. As soon as Zarathustra comes down from the mountain he 
meets an old man who has as yet not heard that “God is dead.” (Z, Prologue, 2) The 
phrase is one of Nietzsche’s most famous aphorisms, and represents a foundational 
principle upon which all his ideas depend, especially in Zarathustra. The one who is a 
believer in God is a believer in “a world behind.” (Z, Part 1, 3) God is presented as 
outdated, or perhaps more appropriately something which has served its purpose, but 
which now retards motion. Zarathustra once believed in this “delusion,” that is the 
belief in anything beyond the human. (Z, Part 1, 3) To put faith in a world beyond 
the world that one inhabits is to reject life and living, to place the creative will outside 
of one’s action, and instead to conform to an invented will without realizing that it 
was man that willed it. Thus speaks Zarathustra:  

Weariness that wants to attain the ultimate in a single leap, in a leap of death, a poor and 
ignorant weariness that does not even want to will anymore: that is what created all Gods and 
all worlds behind…The body it was that despaired of the body – that groped with the fingers 
of deluded spirit for the ultimate walls. (Z, Part 1, 3) 

The deluded spirit longs to achieve eternity and completion, the ultimate, in 
one swoop, and to rest upon that victory. God’s corpse erects a wall, an ultimate wall, 
that protects against motion, but motion and transformation is necessary to life. In 
simpler and more direct words, Nietzsche describes the chief principle of faith in 
Twilight of the Idols (written after Zarathustra) as “faith that a will is already in things.” 
(G, Epigrams and Arrows, 18) If a will, especially a constant, unchangeable Will, is 
imputed into the world, then the human will is once again in opposition to the world. 
He must either conform and lose himself, or lose his reverences, just as with 
mechanistic Darwinism. We are then presented with two distinct forms of modern 
nihilism, both belief in a deterministic world to come, and a religious world that 
ought to be left behind yet casts long shadows. By what means then can man find 
meaning? For Nietzsche the answer lies in the transformation, the motion, of the 
spirit. 
 We have already heard that mankind is a rope over an abyss, but Zarathustra 
goes on to say that “What is great in the human is that it is a bridge and not a goal.” 
(Z, Prologue, 4) What is terrifying in humanity is “dangerous shuddering and standing 
still.” (Z, Prologue, 4) The bridge, however, like the rope, is a linear image, one may 
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cross forwards, or backwards, or potentially fall into the abyss. While the abyss itself 
may represent a non-linear element, the path is straight. A straight path then must 
necessarily lead to some goal, some destination, or some end, unless it is infinite. 
Surely then the straight path must lead to death. However, this linear imagery is 
developed in Zarathustra’s speech on the Three Metamorphoses, and becomes more 
cyclical. The cycle allows for repetition, without a necessary end to motion. The spirit 
moves through three transformations, into the camel, the lion and the child, each 
providing a necessary means to move beyond the world behind, and the world to 
come. The first transformation is that of a camel in whom the spirit can carry the 
weight of heavy questions and pondering. (Z, I, 1) Then we encounter the lion in 
which man learns to regard the “sacred Nay” to become a “lord in its own desert” 
after winning freedom. (1) The enemy of the lion is the great dragon who proclaims 
“Thou shalt,” in a rather obvious reference to the Decalogue. (1) Freedom is attained 
through rejection of what one should do, “thou shalt,” and in rejection of external 
value, of external will in the world. (1) An apex, but not a completion, is found in the 
child, the final transformation. (1) The power of the will transforms sacred naysaying 
into sacred “Yea-saying,” embracing creativity to build one’s own world of value. The 
innocence of the child allows for forgetting, rebuilding, and transforming, much like 
in Nietzsche’s theory of history. The purpose of these transformations seems to be a 
means to let go of the old values that weigh down the spirit, to reject the world 
beyond, and to will it into the world behind through individual creation. As 
Zarathustra remarks, “Wherever I found the living, there I found the will to power, 
and even in the will of the serving I found the will to be master.” (Z, II, 12) The 
dragon says “thou shalt” but the lion says “I will” becoming master over itself and 
serving life. (Z, I, 1) Evaluation is transferred from the realm of external discernment 
to individual will and creation. There is no indication that this could not be repeated, 
providing man a means to stay in motion. Life is then served by killing the Creator, 
killing Creation, and moving to become one’s own willing creator in the world as it 
exists. 
 The slaying of the dragon then opens new ports of motion. Nietzsche writes 
in The Gay Science of the great joy one experiences at the news that “the old god is 
dead” (GS, 343): 

At long last the horizon appears free to us again, even if it should not be bright; at long last 
our ships may venture out again…all the daring of the lover of knowledge is permitted again; 
the sea, our sea, lies open again; perhaps there has never yet been such an “open sea.” (GS, 
343) 

What is important is the possibility of movement and transformation, not 
any particular course. The sacred Nay opens an ocean of sacred Yea. Yet even this 
grand freedom is not without qualification, as Zarathustra remarks “Body am I 
through and through, and nothing besides; and soul is merely a word for something 
about the body.” (Z, I, 4) The soul is an aspect of the body, as is the spirit. (4) The 
transformations enumerated above are bodily and spiritual, insofar as all things are 
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bodily for mankind. He later expounds on this stating “Since I have come to know 
the body better… the spirit is only a hypothetical spirit to me; and all that is 
everlasting – that too is only a parable.” (Z, II, 17) Only the perishable body exists as 
truly real for Zarathustra at this point. What is important, however, is that Nietzsche 
necessarily unifies subjective creation through the three metamorphoses with 
reverence for life and nature. The creating will is a function of a new freedom gained 
from an awareness of the reality of this world, apart from worlds beyond or behind 
that a literal spirit or soul would indicate. One might raise the objection: is this 
demand to perpetual motion and life not simply replacing one dragon with another? 
Why should the ‘thou shalt’ of nature or of life be any different from the ‘thou shalt’ 
of God? From the language that Nietzsche uses, however, it seems plain that he 
envisions this reverence for life not as something you must do, but rather that this 
new way offers man the freedom to behave honestly towards nature, not through a 
delusion, nor through compulsion. Zarathustra preaches faithfulness to the earth and 
not to invented worlds. (Z, I, 3) The creation of new values is then a function of 
nature through our life-affirming bodies. Nature does not demand, but permits. The 
image that Zarathustra uses of the railing to the Ubermensch illustrates this: “I am a 
railing by the torrent: grasp me whoever is able to grasp me! But your crutch I am 
not.” (Z, I, 6) One may grasp the rail or not, but it is there to make use of as one will. 

But does life not still end? How does one avoid the obvious inference of 
fatalism (that Nietzsche rejects) in these attempts to escape nihilism, or does this 
merely cement nihilism as reality? Some clarification and expansion might be found in 
the songs that Zarathustra sings in the Second Part of the book where we find the 
first murmurings of the eternal recurrence. The distinction between night and day 
also features heavily as a kind of perpetual and ongoing motion in the cosmos, 
undergirding life.  

In The Night Song, Zarathustra looks to the heavens, and finds something cold 
and unsettling in their motion. “Many suns revolve in desolate space…to me they are 
mute. Oh this is the enmity of light toward that which shines; mercilessly it goes its 
orbits.” (Z, II, 9) Later Zarathustra says “Like a storm the suns fly their orbit, that is 
their motion. They follow their inexorable will; that is their coldness.” (9) This 
inhuman motion seems to unsettle Zarathustra in contrast to the motion of the spirit 
which was animating. Words like ‘merciless,’ ‘desolate,’ ‘mute,’ ‘coldness,’ and 
especially ‘inexorable’ sound like the language of fatalism and resignation rather than 
life, specially when referencing will. Yet life is itself a reverence and honesty towards 
nature through motion. Zarathustra is perhaps reflecting on the disjuncture between 
the creating will which “wills its own will” and which “attains its own world” while 
confronted with a natural world remote to that experience (Z, 1, 1) In the daylight 
Zarathustra could preach to the stars: “You great star! What would your happiness be 
if you had not those for whom you shine?” (Z, Prologue, 1) Where Zarathustra was 
boastful and proud in the daylight, he is now intimidated and alienated from those 
same luminous bodies in the evening. What has changed? Zarathustra experiences 
“iciness” and “hesitation,” at night, and he seems unable to move while experiencing 
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a kind of involuntary contemplation of the shining suns that move so inexorably. 
Contemplation, or rumination had been an object of mockery to Zarathustra, a 
desirable nonsense, but nonsense all the same. (Z, I, 2) Later too he describes 
contemplation as “emasculated leering,” to “desire nothing from things” but to lie 
before them. (Z, II, 15) The lifeless impasse is broken by adding motion into 
contemplation as a passive corollary to the dynamic creation of the day time.  

In The Dance Song, Zarathustra comes face to face with life itself in the form 
of a dancing girl while strolling at night with his disciples. Life is dancing, and it is in 
that motion and transformation of nocturnal dancing that Zarathustra finds a means 
to rehabilitate concepts he had dismissed to make them serve life. His first words to 
life are “Do not stop dancing” referring to the dancing girls as “light ones.” (Z, 2, 10) 
He finds life before him, in the evening, motioning in a manner that is not alien the 
way the movement of the stars was. He says to life:  

Into your eyes I gazed recently, oh life! And then into the unfathomable I seemed to sink. 
But you pulled me out with your golden fishing rod; you laughed mockingly when I called you 
unfathomable.” (10)  

Unlike the distance between Zarathustra and the night-time suns, life is here 
personified, and speaks to Zarathustra directly, breaking any delusion of distance or 
disjuncture between the human will and the natural world. To look at life and 
understand it is not then a rumination, nor a flight from life, but part of a parallel 
structure of nature of which the creative will is one part, along with the 
acknowledgment of the natural world. Creation of value is necessarily parallel with 
nature, not disrespectful to it. But while nature’s existence is objective, creation of 
value is not, for how could you march from summit to summit if you had found and 
rested upon the real truth? (Z, II, 7) Rather it is an objective response to the freedom 
conferred by the non-existence of objective values in nature that is itself an objective 
reality. This is why life dances, because these two necessary aspects participate with 
each other in the constant motion that is, for Nietzsche, life, itself mirrored in the 
transition from daylight to evening. In the dance we can imagine the constant flow of 
transformation, from camel, to lion, to child, or from day to night, in a constant flow 
of motion, that is to say in concert with nature.  

It is not surprising then that it is those moments of crisis for Zarathustra 
when he has forgotten how to walk, that he has also lost sight of the path to the 
Ubermensch. (Z, II, 22) But why does Zarathustra continue to experience moments of 
stillness and lifelessness even after his encounter with life? He has still not sufficiently 
conquered one final ‘end,’ specifically permanent death, a permanent end to motion 
that he refers to as ‘the spirit of gravity.’ Zarathustra describes life as “A dance and a 
mocking song to the spirit of gravity,” the spirit that rules the world. (10) Zarathustra 
mentions this spirit only once before in the first Part, “And when I saw my devil, 
there I found him in earnest, thorough, deep, somber: it was the spirit of gravity – 
through him all things fall. (Z, I, 7) The spirit of gravity is the essence of fatalism, for 
what goes up must come down, what lives must die, what begins must find an end, 
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even if that end is neither a religious nor a mechanical world to come, nor a world 
beyond. In what then can a creator take solace other than nihilism? The dancing god, 
life, provides a clue in the names men give her: “profundity or fidelity, eternity or 
secrecy.” (Z, II, 10) Eternity is the name that men give life, but eternal life is a 
concept that Zarathustra has derided as the life-denying philosophy of the despisers 
of the body and the preachers of death, whose conception of eternal life is a goal that 
distracts from life as it is in the world. (Z, I, 9) What life tells to Zarathustra is that 
life itself, life as it is, is eternity, and this is the lightness that Zarathustra perceives in 
the dancing girls, their liberation from the spirit of gravity without any final end to 
their dancing.  

This liberation also provides for a liberation of the will, as well as a further 
unity of the subjective creating will with the objective natural world. In The Gay 
Science, Nietzsche claims that “Faith is always coveted most and needed most urgently 
where will is lacking.” (GS, 347) Faith is the dereliction of the will, the belief that 
there is another will in the world to which one must submit. However Zarathustra 
remarks that “I would only believe in a god who knew how to dance.” (Z, 1,7) It 
would seem then that the dancing god, life, offers an exception to the rule. Nietzsche 
states that there is a correlation between one’s strength and the need to believe, 
therefore Christianity, or Metaphysics more broadly, will survive so long as they are 
needed. (GS, 347) We know that Zarathustra has proclaimed the death of god, 
declaring that all gods are human works (Z, I, 3) and that true creativity is impossible 
if there are gods, for how could one create if there were already Creation, if there 
were already a will there? (Z, II, 24) Zarathustra tells us that the gods died of laughter 
when the God of Abraham declared “thou shalt have no other gods but me,” stating 
that true divinity is to have gods but no God. (Z, III, 8) Yet through the spirit of the 
lion, and sacred naysaying, God, the dragon that commands “thou shalt,” has been 
killed. We are left without gods, and without God, but this leaves a new sea open 
once again. If belief is derived from necessity, then the creative will must will belief in 
the dancing god, life. The dancing god is man’s reverence for nature which 
participates in nature. The created god of nature, the created god of the will, steps in 
concert with the world as it is, and is united with it. Man gives up neither reverence 
nor himself. To what one is reverent is their own body united with nature through 
the will. This unity is expounded upon by Zarathustra when he addresses the heavens 
before sunrise: 

Oh sky above me, you pure, exalted one! This your purity is to me now… that you are my 
dance floor for divine accident, that you are my gods’ table for divine dice throws and dice 
player. But you blush?... is it the shame of us two that made you blush? (Z, III, 4) 

Through the will, man can find unity even in the parallel structure of nature, 
and divinize the world as it is. Why does the sky blush? Is it perhaps embarrassed by 
this union? While still two distinct and separate entities, Zarathustra becomes aware 
of the power of the will to unite with the natural world, exemplified by the motion of 
the dancing god, life. The necessity of creating new values is reconciled with the 
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reality of nature in this long dance to become aware of how one’s “own being is 
involved in the totality of the cosmos”. That parallel division is never truly eliminated, 
however, nor does that seem to be a particular problem for Nietzsche or Zarathustra 
any longer. 
 But there is still the question of the eternity of life, that is to say the question 
of perpetual motion. Having reconciled life with the creating will, there is still the 
need to defeat the spirit of gravity. As Nietzsche writes in Twilight of the Idols: 

The fatality of our essence cannot be separated from the fatality of all that was and will be. 
We are not the consequence of a special intention, a will, a goal; we are not being used to 
reach an “ideal of humanity”… We have invented the concept “goal”: in reality, goals are 
absent… (G, The Four Great Errors, 8) 

Nietzsche must then find a way to reconcile the eternity that life has spoken to 
Zarathustra with human fatality, without succumbing to fatalism. This is achieved 
through the concept of eternal recurrence. As Kaufmann points out, Nietzsche 
considered the eternal recurrence his most important idea, even as he offers little to 
no proof of it in his works. All the same it is an absolutely necessary aspect of his 
thought, for it is his solution to fatalism that respects fatality. The dwarf says to 
Zarathustra, “You stone of wisdom! You hurled yourself high, but every hurled stone 
must fall!” (Z, III, 2.1) This is the thought of lead that is dripped into Zarathustra’s 
ear, which he overcomes with the courageous phrase, “Was that life? Well then! One 
More Time!” (2.1) Zarathustra then develops the doctrine of the eternal recurrence: 

“See this gateway, dwarf! I continued. “It has two faces. Two paths come together here; no 
one has yet walked them end to end. This long lane back: it lasts an eternity. And that long 
lane outward – that is another eternity (2.2)  

The paths converge only at the gateway called “Moment.” (2.2) Each moment is then 
made eternally alive through repetition, without the need to look forward or 
backwards or towards any goal or telos. 

From this gateway Moment a long eternal lane stretches backward:  
behind us lies an eternity… And if everything has already been here before, 
 what do you think of this moment, dwarf? Must this gateway too not already have 
been here? And are not all things firmly knotted together in such a way  
that this moment draws after it all things to come?... For, whatever can run… must 
run it once more! (2.2) 

Kaufmann calls this the supreme “suprahistorical” expression, wherein all 
striving beyond is extinguished in the exaltation of the moment, whether that striving 
be Darwinian, or Christian. Each moment resounds in eternity not as a stepping 
stone, but as a stepped stone, always present, and past, and future, and therefore 
always in perpetual motion. The finitude of earthly existence is transformed into an 
eternal faithfulness to the earth that Zarathustra preached from the beginning. (Z, I, 
3) With each moment separated from a final goal or end, the will is free to say to 
itself “One More Time!” (Z, III, 2.2) This is what it means for the will to create its 
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own world, because it creates the world as it is, one’s own eternity which is eternity, 
and that is life. With the eternal recurrence Zarathustra is free to say “This is my good 
and evil.” (Z, III, 11) The recurring will makes for itself eternal values not by appeal 
to another world, but in this world that will always reemerge. “All joy wants eternity, 
wants deep eternity,” says Zarathustra, by which he means that willing ‘yes’ to life is a 
will to its totality, night and day, pain and happiness, all ensnared together as one 
bottomless dancing eternity. This is how Nietzsche solves the problem of nihilism as 
a reaction to the world as it is, through life as eternal motion which relies heavily 
upon the eternal recurrence to achieve coherence, and also how he reconciles the 
subjective will with objective nature. 
 The project of Nietzsche can then be described as the attempt to reconcile 
his rejection of nihilism with his beliefs regarding what reality is. Whether he 
succeeded or not is a difficult question, and one to which many will likely come to 
differing conclusion, however what seems clear is that Nietzsche offers in Thus Spoke 
Zarathustra a circuitous and roundabout enumeration of the demands of his 
conception of reality. The creating will that emerges from the corpse of God is not 
merely subjective, but rather subjective in accordance with the reality of the natural 
world where there exists a gap in objective value. While Nietzsche never fully unifies 
the two, he does posit a parallel unity where each is faithful to the other, even if they 
are not fully united to the other. This faithfulness to the earth as it is what is objective 
for Nietzsche, the earth that is eternally alive and in motion, where every subjective 
value is elevated in each moment of eternity. Through eternal recurrence, and the 
creating will, Nietzsche sustains his central notion of life as motion in a way that, at 
least internally, fulfills the objective of faithfulness to the earth as it is (according to 
Nietzsche), while providing an escape from nihilism that rests on no assumptions that 
contradict his own conception of reality. The joy that Zarathustra experiences 
towards the end of the work is the joy of reconciliation and unity, achieved on his 
own terms. The conception of the world as described by Zarathustra can then be said 
to be objective, and even further, that the distinction between subjective and 
objective breaks down in the eternal recurrence. Whether it is correct is another 
question for another essay, though there are suggestions of the necessity of faith for 
some of the concepts here enumerated, particularly the eternal recurrence. Whether 
this is a true victory over nihilism is perhaps still left to the reader, but all things 
considered it was a heroic and consistent attempt.  
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